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Abstract

For airlines, crew costs make up the second largest expense, behind fuel costs. Because these costs are very high, there is a large potential gain in improving the crew efficiency within the bounds set by the law and collective labor agreements. This thesis investigates the dated crew pairing problem, and how the crew pairing problem can be integrated with aircraft routing and flight retiming in order to achieve more crew-efficient schedules for a low-cost airline operating a point-to-point network. Three different levels of problem integration, non-integrated, aircraft routing integrated, and aircraft routing integrated including retiming, are investigated on real point-to-point airline data, leading to five different models using either a generate-and-test or branch-and-price approach. It is shown that the currently presented models return pairings that reduce the number of duties up to 10% and increase the crew productivity up to 1.5%.
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Introduction

To establish the context of this thesis, this chapter gives an introduction to airline and crew scheduling. In addition, the currently addressed problem, its significance, and the context in which this research was performed will be explained. To conclude the chapter, a summary of contributions to the current state-of-the-art is given.

1.1. Background

Airline scheduling consists of many different problems that are often solved independently and subsequently. The first phase is network development, where the desired origin-destination pairs and their corresponding frequencies are determined. It is then possible to construct a flight schedule, where each origin-destination pair gets scheduled at specific days and times. Subsequently, using demand forecasts, the fleet assignment problem is solved. In this problem, all flights in the schedule are assigned an aircraft type. The output of the fleet assignment problem will be the input for the fourth stage, i.e. the aircraft routing problem, where specific aircraft registrations are put on each flight, taking into account maintenance requirements. The last step of the process is scheduling crew, such that all flights can be operated. This is called the crew scheduling problem. Because this problem is NP-hard, it is usually solved in two phases: crew pairing and crew rostering. An overview of the entire airline scheduling process can be seen in Figure 1.1.

![Diagram of the airline planning process](image)

**Figure 1.1: An overview of the airline planning process**

The crew pairing phase aims to generate a set of crew duties, called pairings, that will cover all flights in the schedule, and minimize the cost of the set of pairings. A pairing is a sequence of assignments that begins and ends at the same base, and respects the law and all labor agreements between the airline and its labor unions. Next to flights, also called legs, these assignments can also include positioning by car, taxi, or aircraft, and hotel layovers. Positioning by aircraft is also called deadheading, and means that a crew member will be transported as a passenger [21]. Additionally, all pairings that contain a flight leg will include a briefing and debriefing period. If two flight legs are scheduled right after each other, a minimum turnaround time, needed for refueling, (de)boarding, and other flight preparations needs to be factored in. A few example pairings, with and without positioning activities and layovers, can be seen in Figure 1.2. Once a set of pairings has been found that covers all flights and minimizes the operational cost, the pairings are used as input for the crew rostering problem. Here, the pairings, free time, and other required activities are assigned to individual crew members, while aiming to distribute the workload fairly over all crew members [21]. This results in a roster for each crew member, and completes the airline's schedule.
Although all airlines operate differently, a large difference between airlines in the United States and Europe can be observed. This difference also influences scheduling decisions, especially with regard to the objective of scheduling problems. Many airlines in the US operate a hub-and-spoke network. All the airline’s flights either depart from or arrive at one of its hub airports, such that a large number of origin-destination pairs can be served by having passengers connect at the hub. The flight schedules of hub-and-spoke airlines are designed to facilitate these transfers. On the other hand, many European airlines operate a point-to-point network. This type of operation consists of only offering flights directly from A to B, without transfers. Flight schedules are thus not designed to facilitate connections, and flights do not necessarily concentrate at hubs [16]. Another large difference between US and European airlines is in the crew pay structure. American airlines tend to pay flight crew based on a number of guaranteed hours per duty or time period, while European airlines often hire crew on fixed salary contracts [7].

1.2. Problem description

Crew costs are an airline’s second highest expense, being only less expensive than fuel. Therefore, it is desirable to assign crew to the developed flight schedule as efficiently as possible. Although individual crew members only get assigned to specific flights in the crew rostering phase, the cost-determining phase of the crew scheduling problem is the pairing problem [34]. This thesis focuses on optimizing and automatizing solutions of the crew pairing problem for a low-cost airline operating a point-to-point network. Point-to-point networks, which have not been studied extensively in this context, consist mainly of short-haul back-and-forth stretches, from one of the bases to an outstation and back [16]. A flight schedule in such a network differs from a hub-and-spoke network in that there are less defined ‘waves’ of flights arriving at a hub airport, and leaving again. This results in fewer crew connection opportunities. Because there are fewer options for crew pairings, integrating the crew pairing problem with the aircraft routing problem and small flight schedule alterations could facilitate the optimization of the crew productivity. This specific problem has not been investigated extensively for European point-to-point airlines, and especially the focus on crew efficiency and the inclusion of integral schedule changes is new.
1.3. Research questions

In order to fill the presented research gaps, this thesis attempts to answer the following main research question, with its corresponding subquestions:

- How can the crew pairing problem be integrated with the aircraft routing problem and schedule optimization, so as to improve the crew productivity of a low-cost carrier operating a point-to-point network?
  
  - How can the cost of the generated pairings be formulated, such that it represents how efficient a pairing is?
  
  - What is the impact of integrally generating crew pairings and aircraft routes on the quality of the pairings in a point-to-point network?
  
  - How can realistic changes to the flight schedule be integrated in the pairing model in order to accommodate the optimization of crew pairings?

1.4. Context

This project was performed at Transavia, a Dutch low-cost airline. Transavia operates a point-to-point network consisting of about 100 destinations with three main hubs: Amsterdam Airport Schiphol, Eindhoven Airport, and Rotterdam The Hague Airport. While a large part of Transavia’s cabin crew work on seasonal or flexible contracts, almost all of the cockpit crew work on permanent contracts, where the pilots receive a fixed salary independent of the number of duty or flight hours. To give an idea of Transavia’s flight operations, Figure 1.3 shows Transavia’s flight network for the period between March and November of 2019.

Figure 1.3: Transavia’s flight network

\[\text{www.transavia.com}\]
1.5. Contributions
This thesis provides a comparison of different models for the dated crew pairing and integrated crew pairing problems, on data from a point-to-point airline. Contrary to previously published studies, the presented models are used to investigate the possibilities of crew efficiency, by formulating the objective as minimizing idle time. This is especially new in the context of a European point-to-point airline. Additionally, the presented models are greatly expressive and thus increase the applicability of the solutions in airline operations. The last pages of this thesis additionally provide a draft of what a paper on one of the currently presented models would like.
Literature Review

This chapter surveys the existing literature on the crew pairing problem and previous solution approaches. First, common problem formulations and objective functions for the crew pairing problem are discussed, after which methods to generate a set of initial feasible pairings are examined. A large section is dedicated to the variety of ways in which the pairing problem can be solved. Lastly, literature on integrated airline scheduling will be discussed.

2.1. Crew Pairing Problem

2.1.1. Objectives

The objective of the pairing problem is highly dependent on how the airline in question operates. In general, studies aim to minimize the cost of executing a set of pairings, as defined by fixed and variable crew salary components, crew transportation costs, and the costs of layovers [6][17][25][38]. Others also include cost penalties based on time away from base and sitting time [18][35]. Especially with American airlines the concept of pay-and-credit, also known as excess cost, is frequently used. The pay-and-credit (PaC) for a pairing $p$ containing $f_p$ flight hours, with a minimum of $g$ guaranteed hours is calculated according to Equation 2.1.

Another frequently used and similar metric for these airlines is the flight time credit (FTC), given by Equation 2.2[15][31]. The use of these objectives can be explained by the structure of crew costs for North-American airlines. As there is a minimum guaranteed number of paid hours, it is advantageous to first use these hours, before generating pairings that have a lot of excess cost.

$$PaC(p) = \max(g - f_p, 0) \quad (2.1)$$

$$FTC(p) = \frac{PaC(p)}{f_p} \cdot 100 \quad (2.2)$$

In contrast, many European airlines hire pilots on fixed salary contracts, and thus do not know the concept of excess cost and FTC. Instead, objective functions for these problems are often designed to minimize the total costs of all pairings as described above [19][22][25][52], or in some cases to minimize the total number of pairings in the final solution [4]. An overview of studies investigating the crew pairing problem, their respective data sources, and used objective function can be found in Table 2.1. Surprisingly, very little is currently known about the relationship between the value of the objective function in the pairing problem and the performance of the resulting set of pairings in the subsequent rostering problem. This is important to consider, as the output of the pairing problem will be used as the input for the rostering problem. When rostering crew, the first pairing of a crew member’s sequence might have an effect on their availability for subsequent pairings. This is especially the case with very long or late duties, which require longer rest periods in between pairings. Consequently, a set of pairings might minimize operating cost or require fewer pairings to cover all flights, but might not be desirable in the rostering phase. This is especially the case for airlines that hire flight crew on fixed salaries, as no costs are associated with individual pairings, but rather with the required number of crew members.
Table 2.1: Formulation of the objective function across previous studies, studying only the crew pairing problem and sorted by data source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Objective function formulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Klabjan et al. [31]</td>
<td>United Airlines</td>
<td>Minimize pay-and-credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Klabjan et al. [33]</td>
<td>United Airlines</td>
<td>Minimize pay-and-credit and cost of deadheads, maximize repetition in schedules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Saddoune et al. [44]</td>
<td>Major US airline</td>
<td>Minimize pay-and-credit, pairing duration, duty duration and deadheads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Quesnel et al. [40]</td>
<td>Major US airline</td>
<td>Minimize pairing costs (duty length, worked time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Desaulniers et al. [19]</td>
<td>Air France</td>
<td>Minimize total cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Erdogan et al. [25]</td>
<td>European airline</td>
<td>Minimize crew-related costs (deadheads, layovers and ground transportation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Agustin et al. [4]</td>
<td>European airline</td>
<td>Minimize number of pairings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Zeren and Özkol [52]</td>
<td>Turkish Airlines</td>
<td>Minimize operating costs (cost per duty day, deadhead hour, layovers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Deveci and Demirel [22]</td>
<td>Local Turkish airlines</td>
<td>Minimize pairing costs (duty costs, rest expenses, connection time expenses)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Ozdemir and Mohan [38]</td>
<td>Multiple airlines</td>
<td>Minimize total costs (pay-and-credit, deadheads, sitting time, layovers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Aydemir-Karadag et al. [5]</td>
<td>Randomly generated</td>
<td>Minimize total pairing cost (pay-and-credit, time away from base and total duty cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Azadeh et al. [6]</td>
<td>Randomly generated</td>
<td>Minimize total crew cost (flight payments, rest expenses, deadhead costs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.2. The Problem Horizon
With regards to the problem horizon, a few different variants of the crew pairing problem exist. Due to the hardness of the problem and its rapidly increasing size, many studies solve a daily problem where the flight schedule that serves as input contains all flights for an airline on 1 day [6][10][36]. Another approach that is used regularly is that of the weekly problem [33]. The daily and weekly problems have as an advantage that a single problem can be solved first, after which the solution is copied onto the next day or week, after which any remaining inconsistencies are solved. These kinds of approaches are therefore very suitable for airlines that have repetitive schedules: something that is mostly seen in hub-and-spoke networks. In many cases, the daily problem is solved first, and it is assumed that the resulting solution can be repeated 7 times, such that an entire week is covered. Then, an exceptions problem is solved, where the infeasible pairings, resulting from a not completely repetitive schedule, are repaired. Although this approach is time-efficient compared to solving an entire week, it results in a lot of deadheading for the crew [30][31][33]. A different approach has been taken by Klabjan et al. on the data of United Airlines, where instead of repeating the daily problem, a weekly problem with regularity variables is proposed [33]. This resulted in crew pairings that were more regular, contained fewer deadheads and had a lower FTC. Far fewer studies aim to solve a monthly problem. Erdoğan et al. solve a monthly problem by using a heuristic approach consisting of integer programming, enumeration, and large neighborhood search, while Saddoune et al. applied a rolling horizon technique [25][44]. Lastly, for schedules without a repetitive nature, a dated problem can be solved. However, this kind of problem is relatively rare in literature, as few of the investigated airlines have variable schedules [12].

2.2. Exact approaches
2.2.1. Problem Formulation
From the first studies onwards, a vast majority of research has formulated the crew pairing problem as either a set partitioning or a set cover problem [25][31][41][52]. These formulations enforce all flights to be covered by a pairing, and can easily be extended to capture the scope of the problem by adding constraints. Whereas the set partitioning formulation requires all flights to be covered by exactly one pairing, the set cover formulation allows pairings to overlap. In the latter case, the superfluous crews assigned to a flight leg will deadhead the flight. The basic formulation of the crew pairing problem as a set cover problem can be seen in Equation 2.3
and metaheuristic solving methods that have previously been investigated for the crew pairing problem. The applicability of each method depends on the desired solution quality and time constraints. The following subsections will describe exact and metaheuristic solving methods that have previously been investigated for the crew pairing problem.

2.2. Exact approaches

2.2.1. Exact Formulation

In this formulation, \( F \) represents the set of flights that need to be covered, while \( P \) represents the set of pairings to choose from. The cost of each pairing is \( c_p \), while \( x_p \) represents whether a pairing is included in the final set of pairings. The first constraint makes sure that all flights are covered by at least one pairing. This is done by means of a constraint matrix with columns \( p \) and flights \( i \). If a pairing \( p \) contains flight \( i \), the value at \((i, p)\) will be 1. If it does not contain \( i \), its value will be 0 [7]. Once a set of candidate pairings has been generated, the pairing problem can be solved using various approaches. The applicability of each method depends on the desired solution quality and time constraints. The following subsections will describe exact and metaheuristic solving methods that have previously been investigated for the crew pairing problem.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{p \in P} & \sum_{p \in P} c_p x_p \\
\text{s.t.} & \sum_{p \in P} x_p \geq 1 \quad \forall i \in F \\
& x_p \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall p \in P
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.3)

2.2.2. Pairing Generation Approach

To solve the pairing problem as a set cover or set partition problem, a set of candidate pairings is required. This set can be generated by enumeration or with the use of heuristics. Due to the many possible combinations of flight legs, layovers and taxi rides, enumerating all possible pairings is often too computationally expensive and results in many unnecessary pairings. This is especially the case in flight networks that contain many flights to or from a small number of hubs [28]. To generate the pairings, Goumoulos and Housos [27] created a directed acyclic graph using all activities. A node in the graph represents an activity, while an edge represents a legal combination of the two activities for a pairing. This means the first activity ends before the second starts, and the first activity ends at the position where the second one starts. Nodes corresponding to the airline’s start and end bases are identified in the graph as start and terminal nodes respectively. Each start node now represents the root of a search tree, and all pairings can thus be found by applying depth first search on all trees. In order to decrease runtimes while still providing a good set of pairings, Goumoulos and Housos pruned the previously described search trees using a rule-based approach [27]. Starting from the root node, depth-first search (DFS) was applied until one of the pairing constraints violates. In this case, the algorithm will backtrack to the previous node and explore the next branch. Because this approach was still computationally inefficient on some types of graphs, Goumoulos and Housos used an enhanced search graph instead, to predict inefficient branches as soon as possible [27]. The search graph was enhanced by adding additional information that could be exploited to prune branches as soon as they were expected to violate rules. Aggarwal et al. applied a comparable depth-first search technique, but proposed two modifications to the DFS algorithm and executed the generation process in parallel to further decrease its runtime [2]. Using depth-first search for enumeration may, depending on the data, not always finish in finite time. To still get a set of pairings that will cover at least all flight legs, and therefore be usable as input for the optimization phase, the depth-first search is modified to include variable-backtracking. When the end of a branch is reached in the original DFS algorithm, backtracking to the previous node will take place, after which all the other child nodes are explored. The modified variable-backtrack DFS proposed by Aggarwal et al. aims to create more diverse pairings from the start, and attempts to achieve this by introducing a step-length. Instead of backtracking to the previous node, the DFS algorithms will go to the node that is step-length away, counted from the root of the already explored branch. This process is executed with step-lengths from 0 to a finite limit, such that a set of pairings that covers at least all flights once is created. In order to make the search in very large search spaces even more efficient, Aggarwal et al. propose a second modification where the search space is reduced by using an additional constraint on a pairing’s excess-pay. The excess-pay cost of a pairing is defined as its non-productive hours (i.e. waiting, extra long turn around periods, deadheads). The addition of an extra constraint is based on the expectation that good quality pairings will have a very small amount of excess-pay associated with them, and will thus result in the generation of better pairings in fewer time. The upper-bound of the new excess-pay constraint can additionally be varied, in order to obtain pairings with a larger variety in excess cost. Aggarwal et al. choose to execute their altered pairing generation process on multiple processors by first decomposing the large process into smaller independent subproblems. This division is made on the basis of crew base. The created subproblems can be run simultaneously on multiple processors to further reduce the runtime of the pairing generation process. This approach delivered results approximately 10 times faster than the sequential approach.
2.2.3. Branch-and-Price

Traditionally, the pairing problem has been solved optimally with the help of column generation and branch-and-bound [29][28][51][52]. Because the crew pairing problem is an example of a binary integer problem, column generation is often used to solve the relaxed problem, while branch-and-bound is used afterwards to obtain the optimal integer solution from the relaxed solution. The relaxed problem form of Equation 2.3 can be seen below in Equation 2.4. Column generation enables large linear programming problems to be solved faster by iteratively solving smaller problems, rather than the entire problem [20]. Initially, the problem is solved using only a subset of the decision variables, which are columns in matrix representation. This smaller problem is called the restricted master problem (RMP). After the RMP is solved, the columns that have a negative reduced cost, could potentially improve the current objective function, and are therefore added to the RMP. If this is the case, the RMP is solved again, until no new columns can be added. The result of the last run gives the optimal solution for the entire problem.

$$\min_{p \in P} \sum_{p \in P} c_p x_p$$

s.t. $$\sum_{p : i \in p} x_p \geq 1 \quad \forall i \in F$$

$$x_p \geq 0 \quad \forall p \in P$$

$$x_p \leq 1 \quad \forall p \in P$$

(2.4)

To obtain an integer solution, branch-and-bound will use the relaxed solution as the root of its search tree. From the root of the tree, two child nodes are created by branching on a variable, chosen by using a branching heuristic (e.g. choosing the variable whose relaxed value is smallest). This variable is set to 0 on the first branch, and 1 on the second branch. For both child nodes, the objective value is calculated, and branching takes place from the node with the lowest objective value on the leftover non-integer variable whose value is closest to 0. This process is repeated until an integer solution has been found. The objective value of the first integer solution is saved as the current best integer solution, and this best integer solution value is updated throughout the process once an integer solution with a lower objective value has been found. The process of branching and calculating objective values repeats until there are no nodes left that have a lower objective value than the current best integer solution. Some branches will thus not be explored, as their relaxed objective value is already higher than the current best integer value. This helps speed up the process of obtaining an integer solution. When all branches have been explored or pruned, the optimal integer solution is represented by the current best integer solution [48].

An example of combining column generation and branch-and-bound is given by Yan et al. who solved the pairing problem for cabin crew, while also taking into account different cabin classes, mixed-aircraft types, and home bases [51]. Yan et al. formulated the crew pairing problem using flight networks, similar to Deng and Lin [18] and Ozdemir and Mohan [38] as explained in Section 2.1. To be able to use column generation, a heuristic is used to pick the initial columns. These are then used to construct the first restricted master problem, which is subsequently solved using the simplex method. Using the resulting dual variables, the flight arc costs are adjusted and the problem is divided into subproblems based on home bases and cabin class. These subproblems are formulated in such a way that the shortest path length in the resulting graph corresponds to the smallest reduced cost among all pairings of the subproblem. The columns corresponding to the shortest paths smaller than 0 are then added to the restricted master problem, and the process of solving the restricted master problem and adding columns repeats until there are no shortest-paths with cost lower than 0 left. If this relaxed solution is not integer, branch-and-bound is used to obtain the optimal integer solution. This entire process is called branch-and-price.

2.2.4. Benders Decomposition

Besides branch-and-price, Benders decomposition, and Lagrangian relaxation are techniques that are also frequently used. The goal of Benders decomposition is, in contrast to column generation where columns are generated dynamically, to generate rows dynamically. Benders decomposition is mostly used when the computation time grows greatly when the number of constraints increase [36]. The technique is also frequently combined with column generation and often reduces the number of iterations needed [39][17][36].
2.3. Metaheuristic approaches

Aiming to get good pairings for realistic problem sizes in less time, studies have also started to apply metaheuristic methods, such as genetic algorithms [38], general variable neighborhood search [4], and ant colony optimization [18]. The following sections describe how metaheuristics have been used to solve the crew pairing problem in the past, and how these approaches formulated the problem.

2.3.1. Problem Formulation

In contrast to most studies, Deng and Lin [18], and Ozdemir and Mohan [38], formulated the problem using a flight graph, as to facilitate the use of metaheuristic methods. In the flight graph, the nodes represent the flights that need to be covered, while a directed edge \((a, b)\) exists between nodes \(a\) and \(b\) when flight \(b\) could be operated after flight \(a\), taking the departure and arrival airports and times into account. The base where all pairings should begin and end are represented by connecting flights with the base as origin and destination with a source and sink node respectively. An example of such a flight graph can be seen in Figure 2.1. A final solution to the problem is represented as a set of paths from the source to the sink node that respects all additional constraints (e.g. regarding work time) and minimizes total cost [38].

![Flight Graph Example](image)

**Figure 2.1: Example of a flight graph representing the given schedule**

2.3.2. Ant Colony Optimization

Using the previously presented flight graph, Deng and Lin [18] solved the crew pairing problem using ant colony optimization. Their approach was inspired by the similarities between the crew pairing problem and the travelling salesman problem, which is also an NP-hard constrained combinatorial optimization problem. The authors formulated the crew pairing problem as a traveling salesman-like problem. This was done by building the flight graph with nodes representing flights and edges representing constraints between flights, and subsequently finding minimum cost paths by using ant colony optimization. Ant colony optimization is based on the idea of a set of workers, called ants, that explore the solution space and communicate promising search directions by means of pheromones. Each path then corresponds to a pairing in the solution. Deng and Lin found the ant colony optimization algorithm to be a promising solution technique, as it returns better solutions than a genetic algorithm in almost all, and especially large problem size cases [18].

2.3.3. Variable Neighborhood Search

Agustin et al. used variable neighborhood search to solve the crew pairing problem, with the aim of providing solutions of good quality, in reasonable time [4]. The algorithm takes an initial solution, the maximum number of neighborhoods that may be explored, and a maximum runtime. To start off, the initial solution is modified by randomly swapping flights between pairings, after which variable neighborhood descent (VND), is used to obtain a new solution. During VND, flights are swapped between pairings, while flights are also removed from some pairings and added to another. Finally, the initial and new solution are compared, and the best of the two is stored as the current best solution. If the new solution does not improve the old one, the random perturbation and VND is repeated until there is a better solution, or the maximum number of explored neighborhoods is reached. This approach showed a significant improvement both in the ability to find solutions, solution quality, and runtime, compared to a previously used metaheuristics for the same problem by the same authors [3][4]. Unfortunately, the research was based on test sets of a maximum of 100 flights. It therefore remains a question whether the proposed approach could actually run realistic instances in reasonable time.
2.3.4. Memetic Algorithms

One of the latest research efforts on metaheuristics by Deveci and Demirel used memetic algorithms, a combination of local search and genetic algorithms, to solve the crew pairing problem [22]. To start off, an initial solution population is generated using a heuristic to reduce the number of deadheads. From the initial population, two parents are chosen, after which two children are created by using one-point crossover on the parent solutions. The child solutions are then mutated by using a random bit-flip operation. To make sure the new solution still satisfies all constraints, the resulting children are repaired by greedily adding the pairing that costs the smallest per flight that it newly covers. To ensure that repairing the solution does not add any unnecessary cost, two local search procedures are used. The resulting solutions are the final child solutions, and replace the two worst solutions in the initial solution set. This process is repeated until a termination criterion is reached. Deveci and Demirel compared their algorithm to metaheuristic algorithms by Beasly and Chu [8] and Zeren and Özkol [53], and found that the memetic algorithm achieved better solutions while runtimes remained similar. Contrary to Agustin et al. [4] the study by Deveci and Demirel uses instances with sizes of up to 700 flights, and therefore resemble real-life problem sizes better.

2.4. Integrated Airline Scheduling

The sequential solving of different airline planning problems might deliver optimal results for each individual problem, but is not likely to produce a solution that is optimal for the entire airline planning problem [46]. This is due to the interdependence of the problems; the output of one problem acts as input for the next. As a result, more and more publications focus on integrated scheduling, where different planning problems are solved simultaneously. The next subsections will describe several approaches to integrate different airline scheduling problems.

2.4.1. Crew Pairing and Crew Rostering

As discussed before, the crew scheduling problem is often solved in two phases due to its complexity. A large advantage of solving the entire crew scheduling problem at once is that it eliminates the need for a separate pairing objective function, which as explained in Section 2.1 can be hard to design to resemble reality. In 2011, Saddoune et al. solved the entire crew scheduling problem using a combination of column generation and dynamic constraint aggregation [42]. Although great cost savings of approximately 4% are reported on real-life instances, the study fails to provide a new way to design crew schedules. The study does not take into account pre-assigned activities, such as safety training, simulator assignments, or holidays. Additionally, crew preference or a fair distribution of workload has not been incorporated into the model, thus resulting more into a calculation of the minimal number of crew members that are theoretically needed to execute a schedule than an actual scheduling tool. In a subsequent study from 2012, Saddoune et al. do include crew preferences for an airline using bidlines [43]. This model resembles reality a lot closer compared to their previous work. Although slightly smaller than in the 2011 study, Saddoune et al. achieve an average cost reduction of 3.37%, while 5.54% fewer pilots were needed to execute the schedule. This integral approach delivered good results, but did require significantly more computing time than previously used sequential approaches. To reduce computing time, other studies have focused on solving these problems using metaheuristic methods. Souai and Teghem, for example, developed a genetic algorithm to solve the pairing and rostering problem simultaneously [47]. Although the algorithm sometimes delivered better solutions than those proposed by the airline, other instances could not be solved because of the resulting integrated problem size. A more promising metaheuristic approach was proposed by Deng et al. in the form of ant colony optimization [18]. By using this method, Deng et al. achieved better results than the genetic algorithm by Ozdemir and Mohan [38] for many real-life instances.

2.4.2. Crew Pairing and Airline Routing

Another interesting approach to integrated scheduling includes combining the crew pairing problem with the aircraft routing model. By determining the crew pairings and aircraft routes at the same time, it is possible to generate new pairings that were illegal due to the extra time and costs associated with an aircraft change mid-pairing [46][13]. Sandhu and Klabjan designed two approaches to integrate the pairing and the aircraft routing problem [46]. The aircraft routing problem is simplified such that there is only a constraint on the maximum number of aircraft to be used, and maintenance requirements are ignored. To solve the integrated problem, both problems are combined and formulated as one large set partitioning problem. The first approach then uses column generation but pairs this with Lagrangian relaxation, while the second approach
uses Benders decomposition. In most cases, the Lagrangian relaxation performs better than the Benders decomposition. Other studies do consider maintenance aspects in the aircraft routing problem, to ensure that an optimal aircraft routing leaves enough time for aircraft maintenance. The solutions to these problems are therefore more likely to be practically feasible [45][23][39]. Diaz-Ramírez, for example, includes maintenance in the problem, but only proposes a semi-integrated model that first requires the problems to run in a sequential fashion, after which the integrated problem is solved using column generation. Papadakos, on the other hand, provides an overview of how the crew pairing problem can be fully integrated with the maintenance and aircraft routing problems [39]. Because of the large number of constraints, Papadakos applies Benders decomposition and combines this with a column generation strategy that is accelerated by using heuristics. It is shown that a fully integrated approach delivers better results than the semi-integrated approaches, and could result in millions of dollars of cost savings each year for large airlines. A downside of the fully integrated approach is that it takes significantly longer to obtain solutions.

2.4.3. Retiming

Very new and little researched is the incorporation of schedule changes within crew pairing models. When the schedule is fixed, many useful pairings might not be generated because they violate a constraint by a small margin. By allowing changes to the initial flight schedule, it is possible to facilitate the design of more convenient pairings. An example of a small schedule modification is retiming: adjusting the departure and arrival time of a flight by a few minutes [14]. Klabjan et al. studied retiming flights in combination with the pairing and aircraft routing problem [32]. They proposed to solve the problems sequentially, but change the order such that the crew pairing problem with the option of retiming flights is solved first. Being able to retime flights improved the FTC with a factor 2. Cacchiani and Salazar-González do propose an entirely integrated model for the crew pairing, aircraft routing and fleet assignment problems including retiming [14]. The mixed-integer linear programming formulation includes retimed copies for all flight legs, and constraints to make sure only one of the original or copies is chosen for each flight leg. Given the integrated formulation, the relaxed problem is solved first, after which one of four proposed heuristics is used to reach a final solution. Again, it was shown that retiming flights can improve solution quality with at most 7% on large instances. They also conclude that offering retiming by 10 minutes resulted in better solutions than retiming by 5 minutes, while runtimes stayed similar. Dunbar et al. also investigate retiming flights but with an entirely different goal [24]. By integrating the crew pairing and aircraft routing problems with flight retiming, they aim to reduce the costs of propagated delay, and thus increase the robustness of the created schedules. The authors first solve the integrated aircraft routing and crew pairing problem, after which a heuristic method is used to decide which flights will be retimed. This approach resulted in a 14% reduction of the average delay propagation. This shows that flight retiming does not only have a great potential for creating lower cost schedules, but also for improving schedule robustness. To date, no studies have investigated other small flight schedule changes, such as swapping two flights. Seeing the potential of flight retiming, the incorporation of other small schedule changes offers an interesting avenue for further research.
As explained in Section 1.1, crew pairings are made up of working days, called duties. While a pairing needs to start and end in the same base, a duty can start at any airport and end at any airport. Both pairings and duties need to abide by a number of complex rules concerned among others with the number of flight duty hours, number of duty hours, and starting time. For example, a duty that contains more than 13 flight duty hours may contain at most 3 landings, and if a duty begins before 04:30 local time, no more than 4 sequential flights may be assigned [1]. To be able to generate pairings during the solving process using branch-and-price, instead of generating a priori, it is desirable to represent the possible contents of a pairing in a network. As pairings consist of duties, which in their turn consist of flights, it is possible to construct this network of either flights or duties. Seeing that the combination of pairing and duty related rules is very complex to represent in a graph consisting of flights, it has been chosen to first generate duties, that will afterwards be used to construct the graph. For this project, it has been chosen to generate the duties by enumeration over a pruned search-tree, rather than using heuristics. This was done to ensure that the process results in a set of all feasible duties, which is desirable because the crew pairing problem is later formulated as a set partition, where every flight needs to be covered exactly once. Even though all duties are generated by enumeration, the process takes a few seconds at most for the tested instances. This chapter presents the algorithm by which the duties are generated, and gives a few examples of feasible duties.

During the duty generation process, it is the aim to find all possible sequences of flights that can legally be operated by a crew member in one workday. The resulting sequences are called duties. To generate these duties, a search tree containing all flights is enumerated in a breadth-first manner. The first layer of the tree consists of all flights in the schedule. At the beginning of the process, a stack that contains all nodes that still need to be explored is created. This entire first layer of nodes is added to the stack. Then, an iterative process takes place that terminates when the stack is empty. This process includes getting the first element, consisting of a path in the search tree, off the stack, and generating a duty including check-in and check-out activities based on the path. If this duty is legal, it will be appended to the list of all legal duties. Additionally, all flights that can be used to further extend the duty will be added as nodes in the tree. These nodes will be children of the last node of the path popped in the first step of the process. The last step of the iterative process is to add the paths from the root to the newly created nodes to the stack of unexplored options. Whenever a duty is not legal, no child nodes will be created, resulting in the branch to be pruned and not expanded upon further. An overview of this process can be seen in Algorithm 1, while specific duty rules that have been followed for this thesis can be obtained from Appendix A.
Algorithm 1 Duty generation

```plaintext
t ← new Tree
unexplored ← []
duties ← []

# All flights in the schedule are the first layer of children
for flight in schedule do
    flight_node ← new child node of t.root containing flight
    unexplored.append(flight_node)
end for

# Breadth-first search
while unexplored is not empty do
    node ← unexplored.pop()  #Pop the first element of the stack
    duty_sequence ← path from node to root with added check-in and check-out activities
    if duty is legal then
        duties.append(duty)
        adjacent_flights ← list of flights that can be performed after last flight
        for a in adjacent_flights do
            node.add_child(a)
            unexplored.append(a)
        end for
    end if
end while
return duties
```

Below, Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 give examples of the duties that result from this approach. The columns indicate the start time of each activity, the IATA code of the departure airport, the activity, the IATA code of the arrival airport, the end time of the activity, and if applicable the corresponding aircraft type. Table 3.1 gives an example of a duty that starts and ends in the same base, and consists of four activities: a check-in, a flight from Amsterdam to Hurghada and back, and a check-out. Both flights are operated on a Boeing 737-800 aircraft. In contrast, Table 3.2 shows a duty that starts and ends in two different outstation (=non-base) airports. Again, this duty contains a check-in, check-out and two flights. The difference here is that an aircraft change takes place in Amsterdam, where the crew will switch from a Boeing 737-800 to a Boeing 737-700. Lastly, Table 3.3 shows a duty that contains only one flight, while departing from a base, and arriving in an outstation.

Table 3.1: Example of a duty starting and ending in the same base

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Departure</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Arrival</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/03/2019</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>Check-in</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>01/03/2019</td>
<td>Check-out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/03/2019</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>HV583</td>
<td>HRG</td>
<td>01/03/2019</td>
<td>HV584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>Check-out</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>Check-out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Example of a duty starting and ending at outstations, containing an aircraft change for crew

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Departure</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Arrival</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>LPA</td>
<td>Check-in</td>
<td>LPA</td>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>Check-out</td>
<td>B737-800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>LPA</td>
<td>HV5664</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>HV5201</td>
<td>B737-700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>HV5201</td>
<td>MUC</td>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>Check-out</td>
<td>B737-800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Example of a duty with only one leg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Departure</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Arrival</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>Check-in</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>Check-out</td>
<td>B737-800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>HV6901</td>
<td>DXB</td>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>Check-out</td>
<td>B737-800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>DXB</td>
<td>Check-out</td>
<td>DXB</td>
<td>02/03/2019</td>
<td>Check-out</td>
<td>B737-800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After having described how all feasible duties can be generated from a flight schedule, this chapter describes how the resulting duties can be used to solve the crew pairing problem by presenting two models: a generate-and-test model \( CP \) and a branch-and-price model \( CP_{CG} \). Both models use a pairing graph, consisting of previously generated duties, to generate the pairings that will be part of a solution to the crew pairing problem. Therefore, the construction of the pairing graph is discussed first, after which both models are explained in detail in later sections.

4.1. Pairing Graph

To generate feasible pairings, both models use a directed acyclic graph consisting of source and sink nodes (bases), nodes representing taxi movements, and nodes representing the duties from the duty generation step. The presence of an edge between nodes indicates that the activities can be performed sequentially. This resulting graph has \( O(n) \) nodes and \( O(n^2) \) edges. In the graph, a path between the source and sink nodes of the same base then gives a pairing. To later enforce a maximum pairing duration, the edges have a resource cost attribute, which indicates the time needed to perform the activities in a sequence. The edges also have a weight attribute. The weights are assigned based on the time that the crew is on duty, but is not operating a flight. In this way, a connection between two duties without a lot of excessive rest in between is preferred to a connection that contains a lot of idle time. In addition, the use of taxis is discouraged by penalizing the edge with additional weight. In this way, a pairing that does not contain any positioning activities, is preferred to the same pairing with additional taxi activities. The cumulative weight of the edges in a path from sink to source gives the cost of the pairing to be used in the objective function. An example of a pairing graph with 3 bases and 4 duties is shown in Figure 4.1. The graph is constructed by first creating individual nodes for all duties, all sources and all sinks. Additionally, two taxi nodes are created for each base. One of these nodes indicates the possibility of a pairing starting with a taxi commute from the base, while the other indicates the possibility of ending a pairing with a taxi commute to the base. Similarly, two nodes per base are created representing the combination of a taxi plus overnight stay. Next, all edges are determined. The general steps are described on the following page, where a more precise overview including all edge weights can be found in Appendix B.
Figure 4.1: Example of a pairing graph containing 4 duties (D0-D3), 3 bases (AMS, RTM, EIN), their respective taxi nodes, indicated with ‘T’, and taxi+overnight nodes, indicated with ‘O+T’ and ‘T+O’. Unused taxi and taxi + overnight stay nodes are not pictured for image clarity.

- All duties starting from a base get an incoming edge from the corresponding base source node, and all duties ending in a base get an outgoing edge to the corresponding base sink node.

- All duties starting from a base get an incoming edge from the taxi nodes to all other bases; except for when the duty starts and ends in the same base or the combination does not respect all rules.

- All taxi + overnight nodes corresponding to all other bases get an edge to a duty only if adding a taxi does not respect all rules; except for when the duty starts and ends in the same base or the combination does not respect all rules.

- All duties ending in a base get an outgoing edge to all the taxi nodes corresponding to all other bases; except for when the duty starts and ends in the same base or the combination does not respect all rules.

- All duties ending in a base get an outgoing edge to all the taxi + overnight nodes corresponding to all other bases if adding only a taxi does not respect all rules; except for when the duty starts and ends in the same base or the combination does not respect all rules.

- All duties that can be performed in sequence with another duties get an edge from the first duty to the following duty.

- All taxi nodes and taxi + overnight nodes get an edge to their corresponding source or sink node.
An example of a pairing that can be generated by using the graph from Figure 4.1 is given by the path,

AMS source $\rightarrow T + O$ $\rightarrow D2$ $\rightarrow D3$ $\rightarrow O + T$ $\rightarrow$ AMS sink

and translates to the following pairing:

- 07/03/2019 17:30 AMS Taxi Check-in AMS 07/03/2019 17:45
- 07/03/2019 17:45 AMS Taxi GRQ 07/03/2019 20:00
- 07/03/2019 20:00 AMS Hotel GRQ 08/03/2019 08:30
- 08/03/2019 08:30 GRQ Check-in GRQ 08/03/2019 09:30
- 08/03/2019 09:30 GRQ HV5775 TFS 08/03/2019 14:15
- 08/03/2019 15:00 TFS HV5776 GRQ 08/03/2019 19:40
- 08/03/2019 19:40 GRQ Check-out GRQ 08/03/2019 20:10
- 08/03/2019 20:10 AMS Hotel GRQ 09/03/2019 09:10
- 09/03/2019 09:10 GRQ Taxi AMS 09/03/2019 11:25

4.2. Generate-and-Test Approach

One way to optimize crew pairings is to first generate all possible pairings, and use these to solve a set partition integer linear program to find the optimal set of crew pairings. This section introduces such a generate-and-test model, named CP, after the abbreviation of Crew Pairing. Historically, these kinds of models have been used to solve small instances of the crew pairing problem. In the context of this thesis, this model will be used as a benchmark to compare other solution approaches to.

After the pairing graph has been constructed, the set of all possible pairings is generated by finding all simple paths between the source and sink nodes of the same base in the pairing graph. Only the pairings that do not violate the maximum pairing length are subsequently used as input. Afterwards, the model presented in Section 4.2.1 is solved using CPLEX. An overview of the steps taken during this approach are shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Diagram showing the solving process of model CP
4.2.1. Model Formulation
The formulation of model CP minimizes the cost of all chosen crew pairings (4.1), such that all flights are covered by exactly one pairing (4.2). Constraints 4.3 ensure the integrality of the problem.

\[
\min \sum_{p \in P} c_p x_p \quad \text{(4.1)}
\]

\[
\text{s.t.} \sum_{p \in P} b^p_f x_p = 1 \quad \forall f \in F \quad \text{(4.2)}
\]

\[
x_p \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall p \in P \quad \text{(4.3)}
\]

With:

**Decision Variables**

\(x_p\) Binary decision variable that indicates whether pairing \(p\) is chosen

**Sets**

\(P\) Set of pairings

\(F\) Set of flights in the schedule

**Constants**

\(c_p\) Cost of choosing pairing \(p\)

\(b^p_f\) Binary constant indicating whether flight \(f\) is in pairing \(p\)

4.3. Branch-and-Price Approach

Although the CP model presented above returns a set of optimal crew pairings, a lot of memory and time is needed to enumerate all paths of the graph, create the integer linear program using a variable for every created pairing, and solve it. This is especially the case for large problem sizes. Instead of generating all pairings a priori, it is also possible to generate pairings that could possibly improve the solution while solving the problem. This can be done with the column generation approach that is visualized in Figure 4.3. To ensure the problem is always feasible, fake flight variables are used. Section 4.3.1 describes the mathematical formulation of this model, while Section 4.3.2 explains the corresponding pricing problem. Because the model solves a relaxed version of the crew pairing problem, this chapter will conclude with Section 4.3.3, which describes how integer solutions can be obtained by embedding column generation with branch-and-bound in a branch-and-price framework. As this model solves the crew pairing problem using column generation, it will later be referred to by the abbreviation CP_CG.

![Figure 4.3: Diagram showing the solving process of model CP_CG](image-url)
4.3.1. Restricted Master Problem
The restricted master problem is similar to the formulation presented in Section 4.2.1 for the CP model. The aim is still to minimize the cumulative cost of all chosen pairings (4.4), while covering all flights by exactly one pairing (4.5). However, the integrality constraints have now been relaxed to enable the use of column generation (4.6).

\[
\min \sum_{p \in P} c_p x_p \quad (4.4)
\]
\[
\text{s.t.} \quad \sum_{p \in P} b^p_f x_p = 1 \quad \forall f \in F \quad \alpha_f \quad (4.5)
\]
\[
x_p \geq 0 \quad \forall p \in P \quad (4.6)
\]

With:

**Decision Variables**

- \( x_p \): Binary decision variable that indicates whether pairing \( p \) is chosen

**Sets**

- \( P \): Set of pairings
- \( F \): Set of flights in the schedule

**Constants**

- \( c_p \): Cost of choosing pairing \( p \)
- \( b^p_f \): Binary constant indicating whether flight \( f \) is in pairing \( p \)

**Dual Variables**

- \( \alpha_f \): Dual variables related to constraints 5.5

4.3.2. Pricing Problem Formulation
The pricing problem for this model is a shortest path problem in an updated pairing graph. The pairing graph is updated by taking a copy of the original pairing graph and using the dual variables \( \alpha_f \) resulting from constraints (4.5) to update the edge weights. The following formula gives the reduced pairing costs.

\[
\bar{c}_p = c_p - \sum_{f \in F} \alpha_f b^p_f
\]

In the pairing graph, this translates to subtracting the dual variable corresponding to the constraint for each flight, from the edges that go into a duty node that contains the flight. Subsequently, a negative reduced cost column can be found by solving the shortest path problem on the updated graph. The source and target nodes for the shortest path problem are represented by source and sink nodes of the same base. This results in as many shortest paths as there are bases, after which the paths with negative reduced cost will be added to the restricted master problem.

The solving methodology for the shortest path problem depends on the number of days that a given flight schedule spans. If this number is smaller or equal to the maximum allowed pairing length, a regular shortest path problem will be solved by using the Bellman-Ford algorithm [9][26]. If the schedule spans more days than the maximum allowed pairing length, the problem will become a Shortest Path Problem with Resource Constraints (SPPRC). For this purpose, the resource cost edge attribute has been defined during the pairing graph generation (see Section 4.1). The sum of these resource costs in a path indicate how much time has passed since the beginning of the pairing. To find a shortest path that respects the maximum pairing duration, the maximum resource that can be consumed in a shortest path is set equal to the maximum pairing length. As the SPPRC is in itself NP-hard, it is first attempted to find negative reduced columns by using a heuristic approach, using a greedy elimination heuristic that eliminates edges that contribute to infeasible resource costs [50]. When no more negative reduced cost columns can be found by using the heuristic, an exact label-setting algorithm will determine whether there are no paths with negative reduced cost left [11]. This ensures that the approach still results in an optimal solution.
4.3.3. Finding an Integral Solution
In order to find an integral solution, the approach described above is combined with branch-and-bound. This combination of column generation and branch-and-bound is called branch-and-price. First, the relaxed problem is solved using column generation. If the variables in this solution are all integers, the solution to the relaxed problem is also the solution to the integer program. If the variables are not all integer, iterative steps of branching, calculating bounds and fathoming subproblems will take place. The current branching strategy is very simple; it finds the first non-integer decision variable, and creates two new problems: one where the variable's value is set to 0, and another where it is set to 1. The newly created problems will again be solved, and their bounds will be calculated. This process continues until all problems have been examined, after which the best integer solution is the optimal solution to the integer program.
Integrated Crew Pairing and Aircraft Routing

In order to find better crew pairings, it is also possible to solve the crew pairing problem simultaneously with the aircraft routing problem (see Section 2.4.2). This chapter describes two models where these two problems are integrated. As the input for the generate-and-test model consists of possible pairings and possible aircraft routes, these routes need to be generated from the flight schedule, before solving the model. Section 5.1 discusses how routing graphs can be constructed out of flight nodes, such that a path will represent one possible aircraft route. Next, the concept of crew-aircraft short connections, as an aid to avoid infeasible aircraft changes, is explained. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 thereafter present a generate-and-test and branch-and-price model to solve the integrated crew pairing and aircraft routing problem.

5.1. Routing Graphs

To generate aircraft routes, an approach similar to that used for pairing generation is used. In contrast to the pairing generation, there are fewer rules when generating aircraft routes. The turnaround times should be long enough, and the route should only include flights that can be operated by the same aircraft type, as each route represents one aircraft over (often) multiple days. To accomplish this, a separate directed acyclic graph for each aircraft type is constructed. An example of such a graph can be seen in Figure 5.1. The graph consists of source and sink nodes for each base, and nodes representing a flight. The edges are added as described below. This results in graphs that together have $O(n)$ nodes and $O(n^2)$ edges.

Figure 5.1: An example of a flight graph, with three bases and 7 flights, for one aircraft type
Appendix C gives a full overview of how the routing graphs are constructed, including corresponding edge weights. In the process of determining edge weights, a weight parameter \( w \) can be set to increase or decrease the importance of optimizing aircraft routes relative to crew pairings.

- All flights starting in a base, get an incoming edge from the source node of that base
- All flights arriving at a base, get an outgoing edge to the sink node of the corresponding base
- An edge \((f_1, f_2)\) is constructed between two flight nodes \(f_1\) and \(f_2\), if the flight corresponding to node \(f_2\) can legally be performed after flight \(f_1\) by the same aircraft.
- To allow aircraft routes to end in an airport that is not a base, all nodes that represent a flight that does not end in a base get an outgoing edge to the first base in the list of bases. For an example see the edge from F5 to AMS sink in Figure 5.1.

In the graphs, a route is defined as a path from a source to a sink node. Contrary to pairings, aircraft do not have to start and end at the same airport. The cumulative weights of the edges in the path give the cost of the route. One possible route that can result from Figure 5.1 is represented by the following path:

\[
\text{AMS source} \rightarrow F0 \rightarrow F2 \rightarrow F1 \rightarrow F3 \rightarrow \text{EIN sink}
\]

and will thus fly the following route:

\[
\text{AMS} \rightarrow \text{DLM} \rightarrow \text{AMS} \rightarrow \text{ALC} \rightarrow \text{EIN}
\]

### 5.2. Crew-Aircraft Short Connections

The crew pairings and aircraft routes are linked by the principle that crew need extra time when changing aircraft during a duty. In the case of Transavia, this parameter is set to 15 minutes. Before solving the integrated problem, a list of all short-connection flight combinations is made. This list can subsequently be used in the integrated models to enforce that if one of the flight combinations in the list is operated in the same pairing, it should also be operated in the same aircraft route. The list of short connections contains all combinations of two flights \(f_1\) and \(f_2\) for which the following holds:

- \(f_1\) and \(f_2\) are assigned to the same aircraft type
- The arrival airport of \(f_1\) and the departure airport of \(f_2\) are the same
- The time between the arrival of \(f_1\) and the departure of \(f_2\) is larger than the minimum required turn around time, but smaller than the minimum required turn around time + 15 minutes.

### 5.3. Generate-and-Test Approach

Similar to the process for the CP model described in Section 4.2, in this approach to solving the integrated crew pairing and aircraft routing problem, all pairings and routes are generated in advance. The pairings are generated exactly the same as for the CP model, by finding all simple paths between source and sink nodes of each base in the pairing graph. Similarly, all aircraft routes are generated by finding all simple paths between the source and sink nodes of each base for all routing graphs. These pairings and routes are all included in the integer linear program described in section 5.3.1. A list of short-connections is used to link the pairings and routes, to ensure that crew only change aircraft when there is enough extra time available.

![Diagram showing the solving process of model CPIntegrated](image)
5.3. Generate-and-Test Approach

5.3.1. Model Formulation

Equation 5.1 represents the objective function to minimize the combined costs of the chosen pairings and routes. Equations 5.2 and 5.3 ensure that all flights are covered by one pairing and one route respectively. The flight combinations present in the set of short-connections can only be executed on the same pairing if they are also executed by the same aircraft route. This is expressed in equation 5.4, while equation 5.5 ensures that there are no more aircraft used than there are available of each type per base. Lastly, equations 5.6 and 5.7 ensure that the resulting solution is integer.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \sum_{p \in P} c_p x_p + \sum_{r \in R} c_r x_r \\
\text{s.t.} & \sum_{p \in P} b^p_f x_p = 1 \quad \forall f \in F \quad \alpha_f \\
& \sum_{p \in P} b^p_f x_p = 1 \quad \forall f \in F \quad \beta_f \\
& \sum_{p \in P} b^p_{i,j} x_p - \sum_{r \in R} b^r_{i,j} x_r \leq 0 \quad \forall (i, j) \in C \quad \gamma_{i,j} \\
& \sum_{r \in R} b^r_a b^k_{i,j} x_r \leq \text{MaxAC}^k_a \quad \forall k \in K, a \in A \quad \delta_{a,k} \\
x_p & \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall p \in P \\
x_r & \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall r \in R
\end{align*}
\]

With:

**Decision Variables**
- \(x_p\) Binary decision variable that indicates whether pairing \(p\) is chosen
- \(x_r\) Binary decision variable that indicates whether route \(r\) is chosen

**Sets**
- \(P\) Set of pairings
- \(R\) Set of routes
- \(K\) Set of bases
- \(A\) Set of aircraft types
- \(F\) Set of flights in the schedule
- \(C\) Set of short connections

**Constants**
- \(c_p\) Cost of choosing pairing \(p\)
- \(c_r\) Cost of choosing route \(r\)
- \(\text{MaxAC}^k_a\) Number of available aircraft of type \(a\) at base \(k\)
- \(b^p_f\) Binary constant indicating whether flight \(f\) is in pairing \(p\)
- \(b^r_f\) Binary constant indicating whether flight \(f\) is in route \(r\)
- \(b^a_r\) Binary constant indicating whether route \(r\) is operated by aircraft type \(a\)
- \(b^k_{i,j}\) Binary constant indicating whether flight \(f\) starts in base \(a\)
- \(b^p_{i,j}\) Binary constant indicating whether flight \(i\) and \(j\) are in pairing \(p\)
- \(b^r_{i,j}\) Binary constant indicating whether flight \(i\) and \(j\) are in route \(r\)

**Dual Variables**
- \(\alpha_f\) Dual variable corresponding to constraints 5.2
- \(\beta_f\) Dual variable corresponding to constraints 5.3
- \(\gamma_{i,j}\) Dual variable corresponding to constraints 5.4
- \(\delta_{a,k}\) Dual variable corresponding to constraints 5.5
5.4. Branch-and-Price Approach

Because generating all possible pairings, and especially all possible routes results in large problem sizes even when a small number of flights is considered, it is desirable to generate pairings and routes when they could potentially contribute to the optimal solution, rather than generating everything in advance. To do so, a branch-and-price approach and corresponding model have been designed. Similarly to the CP(CG) model described in Section 4.3, the approach includes solving a relaxed version of the previously presented model using column generation, after which an optimal integer solution is found by using branch-and-bound in the same way as described in Section 4.3.3. An overview of the approach can be seen in Figure 5.3. This model will later be referred to as model CpIntegrated_CG.

![Diagram showing the solving process of model CpIntegrated_CG](image)

5.4.1. Model Formulation

The mathematical formulation of the CpIntegrated_CG model is the relaxed version of the model presented in Section 5.3.1. To this end, equations 5.6 and 5.7 need to be replaced by the following relaxed versions:

\[
0 \leq x_p \leq 1 \quad (5.8) \\
0 \leq x_r \leq 1 \quad (5.9)
\]

5.4.2. Pricing Problem

The pricing problem for this model consists of solving multiple separate problems, namely a shortest path problem in the pairing graph, as well as shortest path problems for every routing graph. Before the shortest path problems can be solved, all graphs first need to be updated by using the values of the dual variables. The following subsections will first show how each graph type can be updated with the dual values, after which the method for finding negative reduced cost columns is explained.

**Pairing Graph Updates**

- The value of dual variables \( \alpha_f \) (constraints 5.2) are subtracted from the weights of the edges incoming to duty nodes that contain flight \( f \)
- The value of dual variables \( \gamma_{i,j} \) are subtracted from the weights of the edges incoming to duty nodes that contain both flights \( i \) and \( j \)

**Routing Graphs Updates**

- The value of dual variables \( \beta_f \) are subtracted from the weight of the incoming edge of the flight node representing flight \( f \)
- The value of dual variables \( \gamma_{i,j} \) are added to the weight of the edge between the flight nodes representing flight \( i \) and \( j \)
- The value of dual variables \( \delta_{a,k} \) are subtracted from the weights of the outgoing edges of the base source node for base \( k \) in the routing graph for aircraft type \( a \)
5.4. Branch-and-Price Approach

Finding Negative Reduced Cost Columns

After the pairing graph and all routing graphs have been updated using the dual variables, negative reduced cost columns are found for each graph. In the case of the pairing graph, a (resource-constrained) shortest path problem is solved similarly to the method described in Section 4.3.2. This results in a shortest path for each base, of which the ones with negative reduced cost are chosen to be added to the restricted master problem. For the routing graphs, the shortest path problem is solved for each possible base combination in each graph. This results in $|A| \times |K| \times |K - 1|$ shortest paths, of which again the ones with negative reduced cost will be added to the restricted master problem.
Integrated Crew Pairing, Aircraft Routing, and Schedule Optimization

From previous studies on retiming and airline scheduling in hub-and-spoke networks, it is known that integrating schedule design with other scheduling problems can also have potential to improve crew pairings and aircraft routes [14][35]. By allowing the model to move flights in the schedule, a larger number of possible crew and aircraft connections can be formed, thus possibly resulting in more efficient pairings. This chapter will describe how flight retiming can be incorporated in the integrated crew pairing and aircraft routing problem, and how the problem can be solved using branch-and-price.

6.1. Flight Retiming

In the planning process, the airline acquires departure and arrival slots at the airport it wants to service. These slots indicate that the airline has the right to depart or arrive the airport within the time bracket corresponding to the slot. Per airport there are only a fixed number of slots available per time of day. For example, in the summer of 2019 at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol, the slot between 08:00 and 08:15 local time, has a capacity of 12 arrivals and 25 departures [37]. These slots are allocated twice a year; once for the summer season, and once for the winter season. Ideally the departure and arrival times stay within the acquired time brackets after they have been retimed, as rescheduling flights outside of their slots may not be possible, or at least a lot of work. Unfortunately, because the slots and their regulations differ greatly between airports it is at this moment not possible to ensure that flights are always retimed within their slots. However, by allowing flights to move 5 minutes in the schedule, there is a relatively small probability that the flight’s departure or arrival time will be outside the slot’s time bracket. An example of the potential of retiming a flight by ±5 minutes is shown in the flight graph in Figure 6.1. Flight 1 is allowed to be retimed with 5 minutes, therefore creating the additional possibilities to connect to flight 3, or flight 0.

Figure 6.1: Flight graph showing the potential new connections, indicated by dashed edges, when allowing flight F1 to retime with ±5 minutes
To implement this 5 minute change in time, flight copies are created. These ‘new’ flight variables share the same properties as their original flight, but have a departure and arrival time that is shifted by 5 minutes. The following sections will describe how these new variables can be used in a branch-and-price approach to solve a schedule integrated model that will be referred to as model $\text{CPIntegratedSchedule}_{\text{CG}}$.

### 6.2. Branch-and-Price Approach

The solution approach to the integrated crew pairing, aircraft routing and schedule optimization problem is similar to the process of model $\text{CpIntegrated}_{\text{CG}}$ presented in Section 5.4. The difference is that first, from the input schedule, all flight copies are created. These flight copies are from there on used to construct the duties, pairing graph, routing graphs and short connections. For each original flight a fake flight variable is created to ensure that the restricted master problem is always feasible. The subproblems are then solved as usual by updating the pairing graph and routing graphs, and solving (resource constrained) shortest path problems on the graphs. The model formulation is described in Section 6.2.1, while the pricing problem is described in Section 6.2.2. A complete overview of how the relaxed problem is solved can be found in Figure 6.2.

![Figure 6.2: Diagram showing the solving procedure for the $\text{CPIntegrated}_{\text{ScheduleCG}}$ model](image)

After the relaxed problem is solved, it is checked whether the returned optimal solution consists of all integer values. If this is the case, the optimal solution to the relaxed problem is also the optimal solution to the integer problem. If this is not the case, the problem is embedded in a branch-and-price construction to find the optimal integer solution. This is again done by branching on the first non-integer variable, calculating bounds, and fathoming unpromising branches. During the process of calculating a bound, it is possible that new negative reduced cost columns are found; these are added in the same way as described for the relaxed problem, until no more columns can improve the solution. In the end, when all branches have been explored or fathomed, the integer solution with the lowest objective value is returned as the optimal solution to the integer problem. The final integer solution will, next to the optimal crew pairings and routes, give what flight copies should be executed, and thus how the flights should be retimed.

#### 6.2.1. Model Formulation

The currently presented model slightly differs from the aircraft routing and crew pairing integrated model in Section 5.3.1. Constraints 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 were adapted to include multiple possible departure times per flight. Constraints 6.5, 6.7, and 6.8 remained the same, while constraints 6.6 were added to ensure that the same departure time for each flight was chosen in both the pairing and routing problem.
6.2. Branch-and-Price Approach

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min} & \quad \sum_{p \in P} c_p x_p + \sum_{r \in R} c_r x_r \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{r \in D_f} \sum_{p \in P} b^p_{f|r} x_p = 1 & \forall f \in F \quad \alpha_f \\
& \quad \sum_{r \in D_f} \sum_{r \in R} b'_{f|r} x_r = 1 & \forall f \in F \quad \beta_f \\
& \quad \sum_{p \in P} b^p_{i,v,j_w} x_p - \sum_{r \in R} b''_{i,v,j_w} x_r \leq 0 & \forall (i, j) \in C, \ (v, w) \in C_{i,j} \quad \gamma_{i,v,j_w} \\
& \quad \sum_{r \in R} b''_{i,v,j_w} x_r \leq \text{MaxAC}_a^k & \forall k \in K, a \in A \quad \delta_{a,k} \\
& \quad \sum_{p \in P} b''_{i,v,j_w} x_p - \sum_{r \in R} b''_{i,v,j_w} x_r = 0 & \forall f \in F, t \in D_f \quad \epsilon_{f,t} \\
& \quad x_p \in \{0, 1\} & \forall p \in P \\
& \quad x_r \in \{0, 1\} & \forall r \in R
\end{align*}
\]

With:

**Decision Variables**

\(x_p\) Binary decision variable that indicates whether pairing \(p\) is chosen
\(x_r\) Binary decision variable that indicates whether route \(r\) is chosen

**Sets**

\(P\) Set of pairings
\(R\) Set of routes
\(K\) Set of bases
\(A\) Set of aircraft types
\(F\) Set of flights in the schedule
\(D_f\) Set of departure times for flight \(f\)
\(C\) Set of short connections
\(C_{i,j}\) Set of departure time combinations \((v, w)\) where \(v\) belongs to flight \(i \in C\), and \(w\) belongs to \(j \in C\)

**Constants**

\(c_p\) Cost of choosing pairing \(p\)
\(c_r\) Cost of choosing route \(r\)
\(\text{MaxAC}_a^k\) Number of available aircraft of type \(a\) at base \(k\)
\(b''_{f,t}\) Binary constant indicating whether flight \(f\) with departure time \(t\) is in pairing \(p\)
\(b'_{f|r}\) Binary constant indicating whether flight \(f\) with departure time \(t\) is in route \(r\)
\(b''_{r,t}\) Binary constant indicating whether route \(r\) is operated by aircraft type \(a\)
\(b_{i,v,j_w}\) Binary constant indicating whether route \(r\) starts in base \(a\)
\(b'_{i,v,j_w}\) Binary constant indicating whether flight \(i\) and \(j\) are in pairing \(p\)
\(b''_{i,v,j_w}\) Binary constant indicating whether flight \(i\) and \(j\) are in route \(r\)
\(b''_{i,v,j_w}\) Binary constant indicating whether flight \(i\) with departure time \(v\) and \(j\) with departure time \(w\) are in pairing \(p\)
\(b''_{i,v,j_w}\) Binary constant indicating whether flight \(i\) with departure time \(v\) and \(j\) with departure time \(w\) are in route \(r\)

**Dual Variables**

\(\alpha_f\) Dual variables for constraints 6.2
\(\beta_f\) Dual variables for constraints 6.3
\(\gamma_{i,v,j_w}\) Dual variables for constraints 6.4
\(\delta_{a,k}\) Dual variables for constraints 6.5
\(\epsilon_{f,t}\) Dual variables for constraints 6.6
6.2.2. Pricing Problem

The pricing problem for this model is similar to the one defined for the aircraft routing and crew pairing integrated model. All graphs are constructed in the same way, but will contain a larger number of nodes and edges due to the increased number of possible connections. The size of the rotation graphs will now be in the order of $O(|t| \cdot n)$ nodes and $O(|t| \cdot n^2)$ edges, where $|t|$ indicates the number of possible departure times per flight, and $n$ is the number of flights. This is because there exists a node for every flight-departure time combination. The pairing graph will also see an increase in the number of nodes, as more duties can be created with the $n$ different departure times per flight. Similar to the integrated aircraft routing and crew pairing optimization model $C\_C\_P_{\text{Integrated}}$, the pairing graph and all routing graphs first need to be updated by using dual variables, after which (resource constrained) shortest path problems are solved exactly as described in Section 5.4.2. The process of updating the pairing and routing graphs’ weights is described below.

Pairing Graph Updates

- The values of dual variables $\alpha_f$, corresponding to primal constraints 6.2, are subtracted from the weights of the edges incoming to duty nodes that contain a flight copy of flight $f$
- The values of dual variables $\gamma_{i,v,j,w}$, corresponding to primal constraints 6.4, are subtracted from the weights of the edges incoming to duty nodes that contain both flight $i$ with departure time $v$ and flight $j$ with departure time $w$
- The values of dual variables $\epsilon_{f,t}$, corresponding to primal constraints 6.6, are subtracted from the weights of the edges incoming to duty nodes that contain flight $f$ with departure time $t$

Routing Graph Updates

- The values of dual variables $\beta_f$, corresponding to primal constraints 6.3, are subtracted from the weights of the edges incoming to the flight node representing a copy of flight $f$
- The values of dual variables $\gamma_{i,v,j,w}$, corresponding to primal constraints 6.4, are added to the weights of the edges between flight nodes representing flight $i$ with departure time $v$ and flight $j$ with departure time $w$
- The values of dual variables $\delta_{a,k}$, corresponding to primal constraints 6.5, are subtracted from the weight of outgoing edges from the base source node of base $k$ in the routing graph of aircraft type $a$
- The value of dual variables $\epsilon_{f,t}$, corresponding to primal constraints 6.6, are added to the weights of the edges incoming to flight nodes that represent flight $f$ with departure time $t$
Experiments

To evaluate the models presented in the previous chapters, different experiments are designed. This chapter describes the datasets used to test the models on, after which the following sections will give an overview of the different models and parameters used.

7.1. Data

The input for all models include a flight schedule consisting of legs that need to be supplied with crew and an aircraft. To later be able to compare the outcome of the currently presented crew pairing models and Transavia’s pairings, it is important to select a range of flights that enables a comparison that is as fair as possible. To this end, the selection of flights took place by looking at the starting date of Transavia’s pairings. For example, for a “one-day” dataset, all flights that were performed in Transavia’s pairings starting from that day were chosen. This avoids that only half of the flights of a pairing made by Transavia are in the current dataset, therefore enabling a more fair comparison of results. The set of all datasets can be seen in Table 7.1. The timespan indicates how many pairing starting days were used to get flights from, while the date range indicates between which dates the chosen flights fall.

Table 7.1: Overview of all data sets and their characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset Number</th>
<th>Dataset Name</th>
<th># Flights</th>
<th>Timespan</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>SPPRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1_day</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>1-2 March 2019</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2_day</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>2 days</td>
<td>1-5 March 2019</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3_day</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>1-5 March 2019</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4_day</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>4 days</td>
<td>1-6 March 2019</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5_day</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>5 days</td>
<td>1-7 March 2019</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6_day</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>6 days</td>
<td>1-7 March 2019</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7_day</td>
<td>926</td>
<td>7 days</td>
<td>1-9 March 2019</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2. Models

The characteristics of all models presented in previous chapters are briefly summarized in Table 7.2. For each model it is described by what name they are referenced, the section that provides a full explanation on their workings, whether they include the crew pairing and aircraft routing problems, and whether it allows retiming. Lastly, it is also indicated whether the model is solved using a branch-and-price approach.
Table 7.2: Overview of all implemented models and their characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Crew Pairings</th>
<th>Aircraft Routes</th>
<th>Retiming</th>
<th>Branch-and-Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CP</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CP_CG</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CP_Integrated</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CP_Integrated_CG</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CP_Retiming_CG</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3. Standard Parameters

Unless mentioned otherwise, all models use a set of standard parameters for the presented experiments. Table 7.3 gives an overview of these parameters.

Table 7.3: Parameters and their standard values used for the presented experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check-in time</td>
<td>Time needed for check-in activity</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check-out time</td>
<td>Time needed for check-out activity</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi check-in time</td>
<td>Time needed for check-in before a taxi activity</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default turn-around time</td>
<td>Turn-around time used when no time is found for the airport and aircraft combination</td>
<td>40 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum turn-around time</td>
<td>Maximum time between two sequential flights in one duty</td>
<td>3 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra time aircraft change</td>
<td>The extra time needed when crew needs to change aircraft</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum pairing length</td>
<td>The maximum time a pairing covers</td>
<td>4 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum layover time</td>
<td>Maximum time between two duties in a pairing</td>
<td>3 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w )</td>
<td>Importance of optimizing aircraft routes relative to pairings. Same importance if ( w = 1 )</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.4. Experiments

From the research questions set for this project, and the presented models, three important aspects can be derived: solution quality, practical implications and runtime. The following subsections describe three experiments performed to investigate these aspects.

7.4.1. Solution Quality

To answer the research question posed in Section 1.3, it is important to understand the impact of the different models on the total objective value. Important Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for this purpose will be the objective value of the integer and linear problems, and the resulting integrality gap. Additionally, to be able to compare the different model outcomes, it is important to look at the objective values. To compare the branch-and-price against the generate-and-test approach for efficiency, it is interesting to compare the number of possible pairings and routes, with the number of generated and used pairings and routes. The hypothesis for the solution quality aspect is as follows:

- The integrated models CP Integrated_CG and CP Integrated will have a higher objective value than the retiming-integrated model CP IntegratedSchedule_CG.

7.4.2. Practical

As the aim of this thesis is to achieve an improvement in the crew productivity, it is important to investigate whether the models return more productive solutions than Transavia designed for the given flight schedules. To achieve this, the results of all models on all data sets will be compared to the pairings used by Transavia for the exact set of flights. One important KPI is the average block hours/duty hours per duty over all pairings as this gives a measure for the crew productivity. Additionally, the average number of duties needed to cover all
flights is important because it gives a lower bound on the number of crew needed each day to operate a flight schedule. It will also be interesting to see whether more layovers will be implemented, as this might increase the crew productivity, but is currently not a favorable option because of the costs associated with them. The hypotheses for the practical aspect are as follows:

- It is expected that all models will return an improvement in crew productivity as measured by the average block hours per duty hours ratio, compared to Transavia's results.

- It is expected that the integrated models will return a larger improvement compared to the non-integrated models.

### 7.4.3. Runtime

Lastly, the runtime is of great importance when deciding whether to use the approaches presented in this thesis. Therefore, the runtime of all models will be examined for all datasets by recording the total runtime and the time needed to find a solution to the linear relaxation. The hypotheses for the solution quality aspect are as follows:

- Although it is expected that the more integrated models will provide better solutions, it is also expected that the more a model is integrated, the longer its runtime will be for the same data set.

- The branch-and-price methodology will be slower than the generate-and-test approach for small data sets due to the large number of steps, but faster for larger data sets.

### 7.5. Experimental Environment

The models were implemented in Python 3.6, using packages CSPY and Pylgrim to implement the solving strategy of the pricing problems [49] [50]. All experiments were run on a machine with an 8-core 2.40GHz Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 processor and 32GB of RAM, running on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.6.
This chapter discusses the results obtained from the runs described in the previous chapter. Section 8.1 will provide the results of the pairing and routing graph generation, while Section 8.2 discusses the problem sizes in terms of the decision variables. Lastly, Section 8.3 provides the results of all experiments.

### 8.1. Pairing and Routing Graphs

To give an impression of the size of the shortest path problems that are solved for each experiment, Table 8.1 gives an overview of the pairing and routing graph sizes in terms of the number of edges and the number of nodes for each data set.

| Dataset | Pairing graph | | Routing graphs | | Pairing graph (retimed) | | Routing graphs (retimed) |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| | # nodes | # edges | mean degree | | # nodes | # edges | mean degree | | # nodes | # edges | mean degree |
| 1_day | 130 | 276 | 2.12 | | 154 | 599 | 3.89 | | 3300 | 9015 | 2.73 | | 438 | 3963 | 9.05 |
| 2_day | 386 | 1375 | 3.56 | | 294 | 2713 | 9.23 | | * | * | * | | * | * | * |
| 3_day | 832 | 4638 | 5.57 | | † | † | × | | * | * | * | | * | * | * |
| 4_day | 1329 | 10535 | 7.93 | | † | † | × | | * | * | * | | * | * | * |
| 5_day | 1703 | 15721 | 9.23 | | † | † | × | | * | * | * | | * | * | * |
| 6_day | 2075 | 21429 | 10.33 | | † | † | × | | * | * | * | | * | * | * |
| 7_day | 2488 | 28332 | 11.39 | | † | † | × | | * | * | * | | * | * | * |

It can be observed that for each graph the number of nodes and edges increases as the dataset covers more days and flights. Additionally, the retimed pairing graph contains more nodes and edges than the regular pairing graph as a result of the larger set of possible duties due to retiming. It is interesting to see that next to the number of nodes and edges, the mean degree in the retimed pairing graph is also larger than the regular pairing graph for the same data set. This indicates that the retiming results in more possible paths. The same observations can be made for the retimed routing graphs.

### 8.2. Decision Variables

To investigate the size of the linear problems it is interesting to look at the number of decision variables per model and dataset. This is especially relevant to investigate the difference in problem size between the generate-and-test and branch-and-price approaches, as the aim of column generation is to solve smaller problems and add decision variables only as needed. Table 8.2 shows the average number of decision variables generated during the entire model per model and dataset, over 24 runs per model - dataset combination.
Table 8.2: Average number of decision variables per problem (n = 24). † indicates that the runs did not finish because of not enough memory was available, while * indicates that the run did not finish within 24 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>CP</th>
<th>CP_CG</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>CP-Integrated</th>
<th>CP-Integrated-CG</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>CPIntegrated-Schedule_CG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1_day</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>-25.8%</td>
<td>1861</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>-37.8%</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2_day</td>
<td>1607</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>-68.5%</td>
<td>330586</td>
<td>4308</td>
<td>-98.7%</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3_day</td>
<td>11298</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>-91.8%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4_day</td>
<td>63533</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td>-97.8%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5_day</td>
<td>91789</td>
<td>2045</td>
<td>-97.7%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6_day</td>
<td>122099</td>
<td>2697</td>
<td>-97.8%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7_day</td>
<td>150046</td>
<td>3244</td>
<td>-97.8%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from Figure 8.1 that the number of decision variables of model CP behaves like a piecewise linear function, consisting of 3 segments: 1_day, 2-3_day, 4-7_day. The structure of this function could be related to the maximum pairing length parameter set to 4 days, and the timespan of the given datasets. Furthermore, as can be observed from Table 8.2, the integrated models use more decision variables, as there is one per crew pairing and one per aircraft route. With regards to the difference between the generate-and-test and branch-and-price approaches, it can be seen that the branch and price approaches use a significantly smaller number of decision variables. For example, CPIntegrated_CG only uses 1.3% of the decision variables compared to CPIntegrated. Generally, the percentage of decision variables that do not have to be generated increase with the size of the dataset. In addition, it can be seen that there is a larger percentual difference for the integrated models.

![Figure 8.1: Number of decision variables for models CP and CP_CG over problem size](image)

**8.3. Experiments**

This section describes the results of the experiments presented in Chapter 7. The first section focuses on the solution quality, and how it develops over dataset size and across different models. Afterwards, a comparison will be made between the results obtained from the different models and Transavia’s current methodology. Lastly, the runtime performance of all models is discussed in Section 8.3.3.
8.3.1. Solution Quality

The solution quality of the presented models on the different datasets is presented in Table 8.3 and visualized in Figure 8.2. It can be seen from the figure that the objective value of models CP and CP_CG, and models CPIntegrated and CPIntegrated_CG are equal to each other. This is an indicator of the correctness of the column generation technique in the branch-and-price approaches, as the branch-and-price algorithm should not alter the exact outcome of the problem, but only decrease the number of decision variables. In addition, the CPIntegrated and CPIntegrated_CG models have a higher objective value than the non-integrated models, due to the inclusion of routing costs. As expected, the retiming model CPIntegratedSchedule_CG greatly reduces the objective value compared to the other integrated models. Interesting to note from Table 8.3 is that the solution for the linear problem is equal to the solution value for the integer problem. With the integrated models, this is not the case, but the integrality gap is still high at a lowest value of 0.99.

Figure 8.3 displays the value of the objective function over the column generation iterations throughout the branch-and-price process. It can be seen that the objective value greatly decreases in the first 100 iterations, after which the solution to the linear relaxation is found around iteration 175. From the 200th iteration onwards, small spikes in objective value can be observed. These spikes are caused by the branch-and-bound process, where a variable's value is fixed while keeping the existing decision variables. These peaks often get lower because additional columns are added, or the solution is fathomed.
Table 8.3: Objective values for the integer and linear problem associated to the different models and data sets, with the average number of column generation iterations (n = 24). † indicates runs were not completed because not enough memory was available, while ∗ indicates the run did not finish within 24 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>IP</th>
<th>LP</th>
<th>Gap</th>
<th>Iterations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1_day</td>
<td>2141700</td>
<td>2141700</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2_day</td>
<td>4400700</td>
<td>4400700</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3_day</td>
<td>6763200</td>
<td>6763200</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4_day</td>
<td>8883000</td>
<td>8883000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5_day</td>
<td>10729500</td>
<td>10729500</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>647.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6_day</td>
<td>12535200</td>
<td>12535200</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>898.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7_day</td>
<td>14759700</td>
<td>14759700</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1114125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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8.3.2. Practical
This section focuses on the practical value of the presented models. Figure 8.4 shows a visualization of the pairings resulting from running model \( CP \) on the 2_day dataset. Each horizontal value represents one pairing, where the green color indicates a flight, blue indicates a check-in or check-out activity, pink is for taxi activities and grey represents a hotel stay. It can be seen that mostly pairings consisting of only one duty are formed; only two pairings with layovers are necessary.

![Figure 8.4: Visualization of the pairings resulting from model CP ran on the 2_day data set, where each horizontal line at the y-axis represents a pairing](image)

Figure 8.5 shows how the results from the different models compare to Transavia's current pairings, in terms of the number of (long) duties, positioning activities, layovers, and the block hours over duty period (BH/DP). All these statistics have been multiplied by a factor to cover their real values. This has been done to protect the sensitivity of the results, while still being able to show the relationship between them. As can be seen from Figures 8.5a, 8.5b and 8.5c, generally all models over the 1, 2 and 7_day datasets result in a higher number of duties and fewer positioning. Additionally, the results for datasets 1_day and 2_day also contain fewer layovers. This is a positive outcome, as the number of duties gives a lower bound on the number of crew members that are needed to cover a schedule, and positioning and layover activities cost time and money while the crew are at that moment not operating flights.
The hashed statistics corresponding to these observations can be found in Table 8.4. It can be seen that all models have a higher block hour per duty hour ratio.

Table 8.4: Hashed practical results of the models over the 1, 2 and 7_day datasets. † indicates that the run was not completed due to too little memory, while * indicates that the run did not complete within 24 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Transavia</th>
<th>CP</th>
<th>CP_CG</th>
<th>CP-Integrated</th>
<th>CP-Integrated-CG</th>
<th>CP-Integrated-ScheduleCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1_day</td>
<td>#duties</td>
<td>109.56</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>99.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BH/DP</td>
<td>1.133</td>
<td>1.150</td>
<td>1.150</td>
<td>1.148</td>
<td>1.150</td>
<td>1.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2_day</td>
<td>#duties</td>
<td>222.44</td>
<td>207.5</td>
<td>207.5</td>
<td>207.5</td>
<td>207.5</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#positioning</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>23.24</td>
<td>23.24</td>
<td>23.24</td>
<td>23.24</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BH/DP</td>
<td>1.160</td>
<td>1.170</td>
<td>1.172</td>
<td>1.172</td>
<td>1.177</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7_day</td>
<td>#duties</td>
<td>722.1</td>
<td>693.88</td>
<td>693.88</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#positioning</td>
<td>48.14</td>
<td>46.48</td>
<td>46.48</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BH/DP</td>
<td>1.172</td>
<td>1.175</td>
<td>1.179</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It stands out that significantly fewer (4-10%) pairings are used by the currently presented models. This percentage decreases with problem size. In addition, the resulting crew efficiency measured as the ratio between flight hours and duty hours per duty is 0.6% to 1.5% higher compared to Transavia’s pairings. These results decrease with problem size, but generally increase with integration level, as expected.
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(a) Number of duties, long duties (>14 hours), duties with positioning, and pairings with layovers on a 1_day dataset

(b) Number of duties, long duties (>14 hours), duties with positioning, and pairings with layovers on a 2_day dataset

(c) Number of duties, long duties (>14 hours), duties with positioning, and pairings with layovers on a 7_day dataset

Figure 8.5: Barchart comparing the results between Transavia's pairings and the different models' results
8.3.3. Runtime

Lastly, this section expands on the runtime results for all experiments. The runtimes can be observed from Table 8.5, and are visualized in Figure 8.6a. To better show the runtimes that are close together, Figure 8.6b shows the normalized runtime.

![Plots showing average (normalized) runtime over problem size for all models (n=24)](image)

Figure 8.6: Plots showing average (normalized) runtime over problem size for all models (n=24)

As expected, the more integrated a model is, the longer its runtime will be for the same dataset. This can clearly be seen in Figure 8.6a, where there is a large difference between the runtimes of the CP and CPIntegrated models, as well as between model CP_CG and CPIntegrated_CG. For the non-integrated models, the runtime of the generate-and-test approach is always smaller than the runtime of the branch-and-price approach. This is most likely due to the relatively small number of decision variables. When looking at the CPIntegrated and CPIntegrated_CG models, it stands out that the generate-and-test method is faster for the 1_day dataset, while the branch-and-price approach is faster on the larger 2_day dataset. The branch-and-price approach therefore seems to be promising for very large problem sizes; this is conform expectation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dataset</th>
<th>CP mean</th>
<th>CP max</th>
<th>CP_CG mean</th>
<th>CP_CG max</th>
<th>CPIntegrated mean</th>
<th>CPIntegrated max</th>
<th>CPIntegrated_CG mean</th>
<th>CPIntegrated_CG max</th>
<th>CPIntegrated_Schedule_CG mean</th>
<th>CPIntegrated_Schedule_CG max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1_day</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>10.54</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>265.15</td>
<td>267.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2_day</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>16.19</td>
<td>24.73</td>
<td>3219.23</td>
<td>3330.85</td>
<td>864.13</td>
<td>879.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3_day</td>
<td>19.81</td>
<td>24.56</td>
<td>108.05</td>
<td>112.55</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>10.54</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4_day</td>
<td>64.62</td>
<td>65.42</td>
<td>642.67</td>
<td>663.68</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>10.54</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5_day</td>
<td>175.52</td>
<td>177.37</td>
<td>2411.87</td>
<td>3139.14</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>10.54</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6_day</td>
<td>729.23</td>
<td>735.93</td>
<td>6062.17</td>
<td>8528.28</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>10.54</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7_day</td>
<td>5099.19</td>
<td>5603.89</td>
<td>10883.6</td>
<td>14122.46</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>†</td>
<td>10.54</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, it is interesting to look at the mean and maximal runtimes for all models, as presented in Table 8.5 and the boxplots in Figure 8.7. Generally, there is a relatively small difference between the worst-case runtime and the average runtime. This difference is larger for models using the branch-and-price approach. This is as expected, because of the different order in which the columns can be added due to paths having the same weight, and the use of a heuristic for the SPPRC. The spread of the runtimes is also dependent on the problem size, where the larger the problem, the larger the difference between the mean and maximal runtimes becomes. An example hereof is given by the boxplots in Figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.7: Boxplots of a non-integrated, integrated, and schedule-integrated model showing the runtime results for their largest data sets (n=24). The whiskers indicate the area between the 5th and 95th percentile.
8.4. Sensitivity Analysis

This section investigates the influence of the maximum pairing length parameter on the solution quality and runtime results. To this end, 12 additional runs per dataset-model combination have been performed, with the maximum pairing length set to 6 instead of 4 days. All parameters, except the maximum pairing length, were set to the values presented in Section 7.3. Setting the maximum pairing length to a larger value influences which solving method is required for the shortest path problem. Table 8.6 shows the updated dataset characteristics with regards to the SPPRC. It can be seen that the pricing problems of the 2, 3, and 4_day datasets can be now be solved by solving a regular shortest path problem, instead of the SPPRC.

Table 8.6: Datasets and their updated SPPRC attribute when maximum pairing length is set to 6 days

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset Number</th>
<th>Dataset Name</th>
<th>SPPRC (length=4 days)</th>
<th>SPPRC (length=6 days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1_day</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2_day</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3_day</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4_day</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5_day</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6_day</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7_day</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in Figure 8.8, the number of decision variables increases greatly from the 4_day dataset onwards, as that is the first dataset that has a large number of possible pairings that are longer than 4 days. Interestingly, a similar piecewise linear function as for a maximum pairing length of 4 days can be observed. This time only, a strong increase can be noticed for the CP model from the 4_day dataset onwards, as many more combinations are possible with a maximum pairing length of 6 days. These increased number of decision variables also take up a lot of memory; the CP model with maximum pairing length of 6 days did not finish on the 6_day and 7_day datasets, as the program ran out of memory. From Figure 8.8 it can also be seen that the CP_CG model needs to add a small amount of decision variables before it finds an optimal solution, compared to the 4-day maximum pairing length. However, this increase is far less extreme than can be seen for the CP model.

Figure 8.8: Average number of decision variables per dataset for maximum pairing lengths of 4 and 6 days
When looking at the solution quality, a larger maximum pairing length shows to have no effect on the objective value. This can be seen in Figure 8.9, as the dotted and star marked lines for the 6 day maximum pairing length runs are covered by the lines of the 4 day maximum pairing length runs. This can be explained by the high idle time that comes with hotel layovers. Therefore, longer pairings are not favorable over shorter pairings, unless they cover a flight that could not be covered before.

With regards to the runtime of the models, Figure 8.9 shows that the runtime for the CP and CP_CG models is lower when the maximum length is set to 6 days up until the 4_day dataset. For larger datasets, the runtime for the maximum length of 6 days increases above the runtime for the maximum length of 4 days. This can again be attributed to the difference between solving a shortest path problem by using Bellman-Ford or solving a shortest path problem with resource constraints. This difference is smaller for the integrated models.

Figure 8.9: Objective value per model and dataset with maximum pairing lengths of 4 and 6 days

Figure 8.10: Plots showing average (normalized) runtime over problem size for all models and maximum pairing lengths of 4 and 6 days (n=12). Dotted lines and star markers indicate the use of a 6-day maximum pairing length
9.1. Conclusion
Crew costs are an airline’s second highest expense, being only less expensive than fuel. This research was performed at Transavia, a Dutch low-cost airline, that like many European airlines pays flight crew irregardless of the number of hours flown. Because of this pay structure, it is desirable to assign crew to the flight schedule as efficiently as possible. The two problems associated with making crew schedules are the crew pairing and the crew rostering problem. Currently, airlines solve many different scheduling problems, among which the aircraft routing and crew pairing problem, independently and subsequently. Because the result of the first problem serves as the input for the second, integrally solving them could potentially provide better solutions. The (integrated) crew pairing problem has been studied extensively in the past, but has mostly focused on American network carriers and minimizing pay-and-credit, while European low-cost carriers and optimizing crew efficiency are often overlooked. To fill these gaps, this thesis investigated how the crew pairing problem can be integrated with the aircraft routing problem and schedule retiming as to improve the crew productivity of a low-cost carrier operating a point-to-point network. To this end, the objective function was formulated to reflect crew and aircraft idle time, defined as the duty time that is not used to operate scheduled flights. Further penalties were used to discourage taxi movements and overnight stays. To enable prioritization in the objective function, a parameter was defined that influences the cost of aircraft routes relative to pairing costs. To investigate the impact of integrally optimizing crew and aircraft routes on the quality of the resulting pairings, four different models with different integration levels and solution approaches were defined. Model CG solves the crew pairing problem by generating all pairings in advance and solving an integer linear problem, while model CP.CG solves the crew pairing model with a branch-and-price approach. The integrated models CPIntegrated and CPIntegrated.CG solve the integrated crew pairing and aircraft routing problem by using a generate-and-test and branch-and-price approach respectively. Lastly, it was investigated how realistic flight schedule changes can be combined with the integrated crew pairing and aircraft routing problem. To this end, every flight in the schedule was copied twice, and their corresponding departure and arrival times were changed to five minutes earlier for the first copy, and to five minutes later for the second copy. The results show that the pairings created by the currently presented models include fewer positioning and layover activities, and have a higher block hour to duty hour ratio than the pairings provided by Transavia. Additionally, while the more integrated models have longer runtimes, they are also able to decrease the objective value the most. In short, the practical results of up to 10% fewer duties and up to 1.5% higher crew efficiency, show that integrated crew scheduling is also promising for airlines operating a point-to-point network.

9.2. Discussion
Despite these promising outcomes, the practical feasibility of the resulting pairings and aircraft routes could benefit from a few further extensions. Firstly, each aircraft type has different possible configurations, of which, for example, the maximum take-off weight is of great importance. Although two aircraft are of the same type, it might be that one has a lower maximum take-off weight and is therefore unable to fly to all of the destinations in the schedule. Additionally, it is important to mention that the current research did not take required maintenance activities into account. As aircraft need maintenance in a hangar as often as once a week, including this constraint in the integrated problem will increase the applicability of the results.
in real life. In addition, the currently presented models can be extended with additional possibilities in the duty generation phase. For example, currently, the models do not produce duties where a positioning activity is located in the middle of a duty, surrounded by flight activities. This is however a possibility that can be explored in the future. With regards to the presented algorithms, it can be seen that the branch-and-bound phase takes a large number of iterations. This can be a motive to look further into promising branching strategies that need fewer iterations to find an integral solution. Also regarding strategy, it could be beneficial for the retiming model to not retime all flights, but a select number chosen by a heuristic, that are expected to yield improvements in the pairings that can be made by allowing retiming. To further decrease the general runtime of all models, it is advisable to implement these and similar models in a different environment and language, e.g. C++, that is more suitable to multiprocessing. This allows the subproblems of the integrated models to be solved in parallel, making the entire solving process a lot faster. These kind of languages are also more performance focused and could greatly speed up the existing models, making them better to work with.
This appendix gives an overview of all the rules that have been included in the by this thesis presented models. These rules have been translated and interpreted from the EASA flight time limitation document, and Transavia’s cockpit crew collective labor agreement 2013-2016 [1].

A.1. Rules Related to Duties

1. **Check-in**  
   (*Article C.17b [1]*)

   • If one of the activities in a duty has a check-in time before 04:30lt, no more than 4 sequential flights can be assigned.

2. **Maximum Number of Landings**  
   (*Article D.3c [1]*)

   • A duty that contains more than 13 flight-duty hours can contain at most 3 landings.

3. **Maximum Duty-Hours**  
   (*Article D.4 [1]*)

   • A length of one duty may at most be 16 hours.

4. **Minimum Rest**  
   (*Bijlage 7 Aanhangsel III [1]*)

   • The minimum amount of rest after a duty depends on the previous duty period as follows:

Table A.1: Minimum hours of rest required depending on length of previous duty period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length Previous Duty Period</th>
<th>Minimum Rest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shorter than 11 hours and 29 minutes</td>
<td>11 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 hours and 30 minutes - 12 hours and 29 minutes</td>
<td>12 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 hours and 30 minutes - 13 hours and 29 minutes</td>
<td>13 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 hours and 30 minutes - 14 hours and 29 minutes</td>
<td>14 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 hours and 30 minutes - 15 hours and 29 minutes</td>
<td>15 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longer than 15 hours and 30 minutes</td>
<td>16 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. **Maximum GVWT**  
(*Bijlage 7 Aanhangsel I, Tabel A [1]*)

- The maximum number of flight-duty hours allowed depending on check-in time are as follows:

Table A.2: Maximum duty hours depending on check-in time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Check-in time</th>
<th>Maximum GVWT in Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01:01 – 03:15</td>
<td>10:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:16 – 03:30</td>
<td>10:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:31 – 03:45</td>
<td>11:06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:46 – 03:59</td>
<td>11:23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:00 – 04:15</td>
<td>11:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:16 – 04:30</td>
<td>11:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:31 – 04:45</td>
<td>12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:46 – 05:00</td>
<td>12:09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:01 – 05:15</td>
<td>12:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:16 – 05:30</td>
<td>12:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:31 – 05:45</td>
<td>12:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:46 – 06:00</td>
<td>12:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:01 – 06:15</td>
<td>12:54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:16 – 06:30</td>
<td>13:03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:31 – 06:45</td>
<td>13:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:46 – 07:00</td>
<td>13:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:01 – 13:00</td>
<td>13:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:01 – 13:15</td>
<td>13:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:16 – 13:30</td>
<td>13:06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:31 – 13:45</td>
<td>12:54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:46 – 14:00</td>
<td>12:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:01 – 14:15</td>
<td>12:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:16 – 14:30</td>
<td>12:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:31 – 14:45</td>
<td>12:06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:46 – 15:00</td>
<td>11:54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:01 – 15:15</td>
<td>11:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:16 – 15:30</td>
<td>11:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:31 – 15:45</td>
<td>11:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:46 – 16:00</td>
<td>11:06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:01 – 16:15</td>
<td>10:54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:16 – 16:30</td>
<td>10:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:31 – 24:00</td>
<td>10:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Maximum FDP

- The maximum number of flight-duty hours allowed depending on check-in time are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Check-in time (lt)</th>
<th>Maximum FDP in hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-2 flights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:00-13:29</td>
<td>13:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00-14:29</td>
<td>12:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:30-14:59</td>
<td>12:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00-15:29</td>
<td>12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:30-15:59</td>
<td>11:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:00-16:29</td>
<td>11:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30-16:59</td>
<td>11:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:00-04:59</td>
<td>11:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:00-05:14</td>
<td>12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:15-05:29</td>
<td>12:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:30-05:44</td>
<td>12:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:45-05:59</td>
<td>12:45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.2. Rules Related to Pairings

1. Length of a workweek
   (Article C.7b [1])

- A workweek may contain at most 6 duties

2. Check-in
   (Article C.16:1-6 [1])

- After an activity with a check-in time between 00:00lt and 02:29lt, the next check-in time will be at least 27 hours later.
- After an activity with a check-in time between 02:30lt and 03:59lt, the next check-in time will be at least 26 hours later.
- After an activity with a check-in time between 04:00lt and 04:59lt, the next check-in time will be at least 24 hours and 15 minutes later.
- After an activity with a check-in time between 05:00lt and 05:59lt, the next check-in time will be at least 24 hours later.
- After an activity with a check-in time between 06:00lt and 07:59lt, the next check-in time will be at least 23 hours later.
- After an activity with a check-in time from 08:00lt, the next check-in time will not be before 05:30lt.
3. **Check-out time and following check-in time**  
(C.17 [1])

- If the time of check-out is before 02:00lt, 13 hours of rest are required, and the next check-in time may not be between 23:00lt and 06:59lt.
- If the time of check-out is between 02:01lt and 03:00lt, 13 hours and 30 minutes of rest are required, and the next check-in time may not be between 23:00lt and 07:59lt.
- If the time of check-out is between 03:01lt and 04:00lt, 14 hours of rest are required, and the next check-in time may not be between 23:00lt and 08:59lt.
- If the time of check-out is between 04:01lt and 05:00lt, 15 hours of rest are required, and the next check-in time may not be between 23:00lt and 09:59lt.
- If the time of check-out is after 05:01lt, 29 hours of rest are required.

**A.3. Rules Related to the Interaction Between Aircraft and Crew**

1. **Aircraft Change**

- When a crew needs to change aircraft within a duty, 15 minutes of extra turnaround time is needed.
Pairing Graph Construction

The pairing graph is an important element in all approaches presented in this thesis. To ensure reproducibility and increase understanding of the models’ underlying mechanics, this appendix gives the details to the graph construction explained in Section 4.1.

The pairing graph consists of nodes representing bases (source and sinks), taxi activities, taxi+overnight activities and duties. The edges that are possible between all these nodes are given in Figure B.1. Each edge has an associated weight, representing the amount of idle time: the available duty time not used to operate flights. Each edge also contains a resource cost attribute that records the time needed to execute the pairing. The models that use branch-and-price to find an optimal set of pairings need this attribute to ensure that the created pairings do not violate the maximum pairing length. To construct the pairing graph, all nodes are created first, after which edges and their corresponding weight and resource costs are created. This is done by following the steps presented in Section 4.1.

Because there is only one taxi node per base source node, the edges from the source node to the taxi node have both weight and resource cost 0. The cost of using a taxi is put into the edge attributes of the edges from the taxi node to the first duty. For the weight, these edges get their usual weight as edges going into a duty node, but are increased by the taxi time from the source to the duty's departure airport. This also holds for the resource cost attributes. Similarly, the edges going to a taxi node just include the taxi time as its weight and resource cost. A full overview can be seen in Figure B.1.

To improve the runtime of all models, the pairing graph is kept as small as possible. This is done by iterating over the pairing graph and removing all nodes that have an out-degree or in-degree of 0. By iteratively removing these nodes it is ensured that edges and nodes that cannot be part of a path between a source and a sink node do not remain in the graph and therefore do not slow down the process.
Figure B.1: All possible edges in the pairing graph, with their corresponding weights and resource costs
Routing Graph Construction

This appendix explains how the routing graphs are constructed for all models presented in this thesis. Firstly, it is important to remember that each given aircraft type has its own routing graph, to simplify finding a solution. To construct a routing graph for one of the aircraft types, a source and sink node is created for all bases. Additionally, for all flights that are assigned to that aircraft type, a node is created. The process of assigning edges between these nodes is very simple, and only happens when there is enough turn around time between the two flights. Additionally, all flights that depart from a base get an incoming edge from the source node of that base, while all flights that arrive at a base get an outgoing edge to the base’s sink node. The edges in the routing graphs only have one attribute: weight. Similar to the pairing graph, the weight is represented as the idle time of the aircraft (in seconds), as a consequence this also minimizes the number of aircraft that are used to cover all flights. This is accomplished by giving outgoing edges from the source node a weight that corresponds to the difference between the departure time of the node’s flight and the first flight in the schedule. Similarly, all incoming edges to the sink nodes get a weight that represents the time between the arrival time of the flight and the arrival time of the last flight in the schedule. As explained in Section 5.1, the priority between optimizing pairings and aircraft routes can be shifted by adjusting the $w$ parameter. All edge weights in the routing graphs are multiplied by this parameter. All possible edges and their respective weights can be observed from Figure C.1.

![Figure C.1: All possible edges in the routing graphs and their respective weights](image-url)
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ABSTRACT

For airlines, crew costs make up the second largest expense, behind fuel costs. Because these costs are very high, there is a large potential gain in improving the crew efficiency within the bounds set by the law and collective labor agreements. The current research presents an integrated model that allows flight retiming, and focuses on obtaining efficient crew pairings for airlines operating point-to-point networks. Solutions are obtained by using a branch-and-price approach, with a shortest path pricing problem. The model is evaluated on data from a Dutch low-cost carrier that operates a point-to-point network.

Introduction

Crew costs are an airline’s second highest expense, being only less expensive than fuel. This research was performed on data of a Dutch low-cost airline, that like many European airlines pays cockpit crew irregardless of the number of hours they fly. Because of this pay structure, it is desirable to assign crew to the flight schedule as efficiently as possible. Currently, many airlines solve many different scheduling problems, among which the aircraft routing and crew pairing problem, independently and subsequently. Because the result of the first problem serves as the input for the second, integrally solving them could potentially provide better solutions. The problem concerned with scheduling crew is called the crew scheduling problem. As the problem is NP-hard, the problem is often solved in two phases: the crew pairing problem and the crew rostering problem. In the crew pairing problem, a set of optimal sequences of workdays, called pairings, to be executed by the crew are determined such that all flights are covered, while the individual crew schedules are determined in the crew rostering problem by assigning these pairings to crew members. Although individual crew members only get assigned in the crew rostering phase, the cost-determining phase of the crew scheduling problem is the pairing problem [34]. With regards to the problem horizon, a few different variants of the crew pairing problem exist. Due to the hardness of the problem and its rapidly increasing size, many studies solve a daily problem, where the flight schedule that serves as input contains all flights for an airline on 1 day [6][10][36]. Another approach that is used regularly is that of the weekly problem [33]. The daily and weekly problems have as an advantage that a single problem can be solved first, after which the solution is copied onto the next day or week, after which any remaining inconsistencies are solved. From the first studies onwards, a vast majority of research has formulated the crew pairing problem as either a set partitioning or a set cover problem [25][31][41][52]. These formulations enforce all flights to be covered by a pairing, and can easily be extended to capture the scope of the problem by adding constraints. To solve the pairing problem as a set cover or set partition problem, a set of candidate pairings is required. This set can be generated by enumeration or with the use of heuristics. Instead of generating the pairings in advance, it is also possible to generate pairings during the solving process by using column generation. Traditionally, the pairing problem has been solved optimally with the help of column generation and branch-and-bound [28][29][51][52], Because the crew pairing problem is an example of a binary integer programming problem, column generation is often used to solve the relaxed problem, while branch-and-bound is used afterwards to obtain the optimal integer solution from the relaxed solution. An example of combining column generation and branch-and-bound is given by Yan et al. who solved the pairing problem for cabin crew, while also taking into account different cabin classes, mixed-aircraft types, and home bases [51]. Yan et al. formulated the crew pairing problem using flight networks, similar to Deng and Lin and Ozdemir and Mohan [18][38]. Aiming to get good pairings for realistic problem sizes in less time, studies have also started to apply metaheuristic methods, such as genetic algorithms [38], general variable neighborhood search [4], and ant colony optimization [18]. One of the latest research efforts on metaheuristics by Deveci and Demirel used memetic algorithms, a combination of local search and genetic algorithms, to solve the crew pairing problem [21]. Deveci and Demirel compared their algorithm to metaheuristic algorithms by Beasley and Chu [8] and Zeren and Ozkol [53], and found that the memetic algorithm achieved better solutions while runtimes remained similar. Contrary to Agustin et al. [8] the study by Deveci and Demirel uses instances with sizes of up to 700 flights, and therefore resemble
real-life problem sizes better. The sequential solving of different airline planning problems might deliver optimal results for each individual problem, but is not likely to produce a solution that is optimal for the entire airline planning problem [46]. This is due to the interdependence of the problems; the output of one problem acts as input for the next. As a result, more and more publications focus on integrated scheduling, where different planning problems are solved simultaneously. As discussed before, the crew scheduling problem is often solved in two phases, due to its complexity. A large advantage of solving the entire crew scheduling problem at once is that it eliminates the need for a separate pairing objective function, which can be hard to design to resemble reality. In 2011, Saddoune et al. solved the entire crew scheduling problem using a combination of column generation and dynamic constraint aggregation [42]. A great cost saving of approximately 4% are reported on real-life instances. Unfortunately, the study does not take into account pre-assigned activities, such as safety training, simulator assignments, or holidays. Another interesting approach to integrated scheduling includes combining the crew pairing problem with the aircraft routing problem. By determining the crew pairings and aircraft routes at the same time, it is possible to generate new pairings that were illegal before due to the extra time and costs associated with an aircraft change mid-pairing [13][46]. Papadakos provides an example of how the crew pairing problem can be fully integrated with the maintenance and aircraft routing problems [39]. Because of the large number of constraints, Papadakos applies Benders decomposition and combines this with a column generation strategy that is accelerated by using heuristics. It is shown that a fully integrated approach delivers better results than the semi-integrated approaches, and could result in millions of dollars of cost savings each year for large airlines. A downside of the fully integrated approach is that it takes significantly longer to obtain solutions. Very new and little researched is the incorporation of schedule changes within crew pairing models. When the schedule is fixed, many useful pairings might not be generated because they violate a constraint by a small margin. By allowing changes to the initial flight schedule, it is possible to facilitate the design of more convenient pairings. An example of a small schedule modification is retiming: adjusting the departure and arrival time of a flight by a few minutes [14]. Cacchiani and Salazar-González propose an entirely integrated model for the crew pairing, aircraft routing and fleet assignment problems including retiming [14]. The mixed-integer linear programming formulation includes retimed copies for all flight legs, and constraints to make sure only one of the original or copies is chosen for each flight leg. Given the integrated formulation, the relaxed problem is first solved, after which one of four proposed heuristics is used to reach a final solution. It was shown that retiming flights can improve solution quality with at most 7% on large instances. They also conclude that offering retiming by 10 minutes resulted in better solutions than retiming by 5 minutes, while runtimes stayed similar. Although the [integrated] crew pairing problem has been studied extensively in the past, the focus has mostly been on American network carriers and minimizing pay-and-credit. While European low-cost carriers and optimizing crew efficiency are often overlooked. To fill these gaps, this study investigates how the crew pairing problem can be integrated with the aircraft routing problem and schedule retiming as to improve the crew productivity of a low-cost carrier operating a point-to-point network. The following section will describe the model and corresponding solving approach, while the Results section discusses the outcomes of this model and compares it to other integrated and non-integrated models that solve the crew pairing problem. Lastly, the conclusion discusses all obtained results and provides directions for future research.

Methodology

This section provides a model for the integrated crew pairing and aircraft routing problem. The aim of the model is to maximize the crew efficiency. To this end, the objective function has been formulated to minimize the crew's available duty time that is not spent on flying. The problem is solved by first creating two flight copies for each flight, one that has a departure and arrival time 5 minutes earlier, and one 5 minutes later, than the original flight. Then, a set of all legal duties is created. With these duties, a pairing graph consisting of duties and base nodes is constructed, such that a path from a source base node to a sink base node represents a legal pairing. An example of such a graph can be seen in the figure below.

Figure showing example of a pairing graph

For each aircraft type, a similar graph is constructed to represent aircraft routes. These graphs however consist of base nodes and flight nodes. The edge weights of these graphs are formulated to represent the time that the aircraft is not flying. An example of such a graph can be seen below.

Figure showing example of a routing graph

To ensure that when crew change aircraft, enough extra time is available, a list of crew-aircraft short connections is created. This list can subsequently be used to enforce that if one of the flight combinations in the list is operated in the same pairing, it should also be operated in the same aircraft route. The list of short connections contains all combinations of two flights $f_1$ and $f_2$ for which the following holds:

- $f_1$ and $f_2$ are assigned to the same aircraft type
- The arrival airport of $f_1$ and the departure airport of $f_2$ are the same
- The time between the arrival of $f_1$ and the departure of $f_2$ is larger than the minimum required turn around time, but smaller than the minimum required turn around time + 15 minutes.

Subsequently the following integer linear program, based on the set partition is solved using branch and price. For the restricted master problem, the integrality constraints presented by D.7 and D.8 are relaxed.

$$\min \sum_{p \in P} c_p x_p + \sum_{r \in R} c_r x_r \quad \text{(C.1)}$$

s.t. $\sum_{f \in F} \sum_{p \in P} b_{fp} x_p = 1 \quad \forall f \in F$ \quad $\text{(C.2)}$

$\sum_{r \in R} b_{r} x_r = 1 \quad \forall f \in F$ \quad $\text{(C.3)}$

$\sum_{p \in P} b_{fp} x_p - \sum_{r \in R} b_{r} x_r \leq 0 \quad \forall (i, j) \in C, \quad (i, a) \in C_{i, f}$ \quad $\text{(C.4)}$

$\sum_{p \in P} b_{fp} b_{f} x_r \leq max AC_{k}^a \quad \forall k \in K, a \in A$ \quad $\text{(C.5)}$

$\sum_{p \in P} b_{fp} x_p - \sum_{r \in R} b_{r} x_r = 0 \quad \forall f \in F, t \in D_f$ \quad $\text{(C.6)}$

$x_p \in [0, 1] \quad \forall p \in P$ \quad $\text{(C.7)}$

$x_r \in [0, 1] \quad \forall r \in R$ \quad $\text{(C.8)}$

With:

- $x_p$: Binary decision variable that indicates whether pairing $p$ is chosen
- $x_r$: Binary decision variable that indicates whether route $r$ is chosen
- $P$: Set of pairings
- $R$: Set of routes
- $K$: Set of bases
At each iteration of the column generation algorithm, a pricing problem is solved. To solve the pricing problem for this model, it is first needed to update the pairing and routing graphs with the dual variables obtained from solving the restricted master problem. This is done according to the following steps:

**Pairing Graph Updates**

- The values of dual variables $\alpha_f$, corresponding to primal Constraints D.2, are subtracted from the weights of the edges incoming to duty nodes that contain a flight copy of flight $f$
- The values of dual variables $\gamma_{iv,jw}$, corresponding to primal Constraints D.4, are subtracted from the weights of the edges incoming to duty nodes that contain both flight $i$ with departure time $v$ and flight $j$ with departure time $w$
- The values of dual variables $\epsilon_{ft}$, corresponding to primal Constraints D.6, are subtracted from the weights of the edges incoming to duty nodes that contain flight $f$ with departure time $t$

**Routing Graph Updates**

- The values of dual variables $\beta_f$, corresponding to primal constraints D.3, are subtracted from the weights of the edges incoming to the flight node representing a copy of flight $f$
- The values of dual variables $\gamma_{iv,jw}$, corresponding to primal Constraints D.4, are added to the weights of the edges between flight nodes representing flight $i$ with departure time $v$ and flight $j$ with departure time $w$
- The values of dual variables $\delta_{ak}$, corresponding to primal constraints 6.5, are subtracted from the weight of outgoing edges from the base source node of base $k$ in the routing graph of aircraft type $a$
- The value of dual variables $\epsilon_{ft}$, corresponding to primal Constraints D.6, are added to the weights of the edges incoming to flight nodes that represent flight $f$ with departure time $t$

After the graphs have been updated, a (resource) shortest path problem is solved for each base combination on each graph. If the cost of a resulting path in the updated graph is smaller than 0, it will be added as a pairing or route column in the restricted master problem. Once a solution has been found to the linear relaxation, an integral solution is found by using branch and bound, while keeping to add any negative reduced columns when they are available.
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